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Grab your boots and spurs and
tum to the Sports section to
find out what the rodeo team
has been up to this year.
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Minger,
University
settle suit

Identity
• •
riSIS

Staff Report
The mother of a Murray State student killed in a
1998 fire in Hester College reached an unexpected
settlement with Murray State University Tuesday.
The trial was supposed to begin Wednesday. A joint
lltatement expected from both parties had yet to be
released Thursday afternoon.
Calloway Country Circuit Judge Dennis Foust said
he was not anticipating a settlement and had been
preparing for at least eight days of court proceedings.
"I was under the impression the case would be
tried," he said. "They probably aren' t in a great big
hurry to release a statement. If it isn't released today,
it could be tomorrow or even next week."

Star volleyball
player loses
eligibility;
student denies
she played
professionally

Minger, Hester fire event timeline

by Chris Ju ng
Spans Editor
The United States justice system declares "innQcent
until proven guilty."
But the National Collegiate Athletic Association
says tudent•nthlete'i involved with infmction~ are
guilty until there is enough evidence for the defendant-> to refute.
Murray Stale volleyball team member Abbi Gui is
learning the dillerence the hard way.
Following allegations submitted to the Ohio Valley
Conference by un nnonymous source nearly a month
ftgo, Murray Stille is under three self-imposed penalties because the OVC says Gui participated in professional, organized ~· olleyball while a member of the
·
Chinese National Team in 2lXlO.
"As an international student. l made a big decision
to leave my country and to leave my family so that I
could play volleyball here,'' Gui. from China, said.
"But now that's all changed, and that really upsets me.
I just want a good result."
When the athletic depi.lrtmcnt received the allegations on Oct. 9. Gui was immediately removed from
the team':s lineup. The six games in \\hich the sopho·
more middle blocker panicipilted before that date have
•
all been ruled a forfeit.
The Racer team also surrendered its privilege to
host the 2003 OYC Tournament at Racer Arena. and
Gui wall be ineligible for reinstatement for the remainder of the sea-;on and until evidence is found proving
the accusation to be false.
The mam evidence includes two photos from Sydney, Australia. where a member of the Chinese
Olympic ream on the picture resembles Gui. The OVC
will not release the source of the submitted infonnation .
Murray State Assistant Athletic Director and Head
of Compliance Chris Pope has been handling the case
carefully, hut said the situation has reached a stalemate.
"At this p~lint. we are no closer to proving wrong the
information we received on Oct. 9." Pope said. "We

Erin Cillcs/The News

Sophomore middle blocker Abbi Gui looks on while her teammates practice Tuesday. To maintain good relalions with the OVC, Murray State fo r feited games in which Gui played this year
artcr pictures surfaced or a woman "ho looks like Gui playing professionally in China.
haven't found any information to refute the allegations. They're incriminating. S\l we have to deal with
them.
"For now, (Gui) is in limbo. She's still eligible to be
a part of the team," he addeJ. "She'::. eligible to practice and eligible to receive financial aid. It juc;t keeps
her from participating nnd competing on the court."'
Prior t\l the news of Gui"s indefinite suspension, the
Racer team h;td its most successful season t(l date,
breaking sch(lOI record after school record, including
the program's record for most consecuth·e m.ttch wins
in a season.
Led by Gui and three other Chinese athletes with
whom she was rerruited, Murray State nQW drops
from first pluce to sixth in the conference standings.
but will still qualify for the upcoming OVC Tournament.
Head Coach Dave Schwcpker say:-. he would obvi~
ously love w still have Gui m the lineup but knows the
key tn the current situ:uion is turning a negat1ve into a
positive.
"This was a dCV(IStating blow for our program."
Schwcpker said. ''It was not a very happy s1:cnc m the
conference room (\~.hen the decision was unnounced).
There were n lot ot tears.

"But we've talked about how adversity only makes
you stronger. So we're going to take this and usc it as

a positive rather than a negative. We're going to go
out and represent Murray State the bco;t we can, und
basically ~1ur goal is to beat everyone we play und to
win the OYC Tournament.''
Schwepker also was firm when asked about the initiul recruitment of the four Chinese athletes. including
rhe now-suspended Gui.
"You can't imagine how much work went into
bringing these girls here," he said. ·~!'here's millions
of volleyball players (in China), so we didn't need to
spend our time on players that could only play for two
years. We went strictly after athletes who fit the fouryear critcriu we were looking for."
The violation \\ith which Murray State has been
accused is considered secondary. and as a result of
pa~t cooperation, both the OVC and NCAA allowed
Murray State to launch its own internal investigation
regarding the ullcgatinns.
"On(;e the information came through our office, we
contacted the school letting them knO\\ about the aile-

see VOLLEYBALL I 14

SepL 13, 1998 - Minor tire in Hester hall.
Sept. 18, 1998 - Fire in Hester hall, believed to have
been an arson, kills sophomore
Michael Minger from Niceville.
Fla., and seriously injures
Michael Priddy. of Paducah.
Thirteen other students also
injured.
OcL 1998 - Calloway County
grand jury idicts seven students
on felony charges from capital
murder to arson in connection
with the tire.
J an. 11, 1999 - Charges against
seven students dropped.
June 11, 1999 - Fonner student
Jerry Walker, fro m Mayfield, Gall Minger
charged with murder and arson.
Aug. 1999 - Gail Minger, mother of Michael Minger
files suit against Housing Director David Wilson and
then Public Safety director Joe Green for negligence.
Sept. 3, 1999 - Lawsuit against Wilson and Green
dismissed because of sovereign immunity.
SepL 1999 - Minger and Priddy file new civil lawsuits against several wall covering and ceiling tile
companies. Minger also sues the city of Murray for
negligence on behalf of the tire department.
OcL 1999 - Five students formerly charged in connection with the fire file lawsuits against Commonwealth Attorney Mike Ward and the Kentucky State
Police.
.J uly 14, 2000 - Michael Minger Act goes into effect.
The Minger Act. among other things, requires universities to immediately report all campus crimes to
employees, students and the public.
Oct. 2000 - After several postponements, Calloway
County Circuit Judge Dennis Foust changes the venue
of Walker's arson trial from Murray to Mayfield.
Dec. 2000 - Foust dismisses four ofthe six counts of
the lawsuit filed against Murray State.
Feb. 16, 2001 -Wilson brought back into lawsuit as
a defendant.
June 25, 2001 -Walker's murder. arson and assault
triul begins.
June 29, 2001 - Jurors deadlock 10-2 in favor of
ncquiual, and a mistrial is declared.
October 2001 - Walker gets dismissal mO(ion.
Feb. 2002 -Murray State is investigated for compliance with Minger Act policy after u fire in White College.
OcL 29, 2003 - The hearing for Minger's civil lawsuit against the Murray State Board of Regents fai ls to
hring a settlement.
Nov. ll, 2003 -Minger and Murray State reach a settlement before the trial is set to stan the next day.

'Campus against Cancer' features survivors, ceremony
by Van essa Childers
t\ssist:tnt .=-:ew:-; Editor
Susan Greene was an 18·year-old freshman when she was diagnosed on Feb. 14.
2002. with Burkiu's lymphoma, an aggressive fonn of cancer.
''I had to withdraw from my classes completely to move home for treatment,"
Greene. sophomore from Col lierville,
Tenn.. said. "I dropped out exactly one
month after second semester started. so I
ju~t dropped my das~es and took them over
again."
Sophomor'e Katie Kanowsky. from
Evansville, Ind., wns diagnosed on Aug. 12,
2002, with germ cell teratoma. a form of
ovari•m cancer, when she was 20 years old.
"I wa~ getting ready to come back to
(Murray State) \\hen I found out. actually,"
she said. "I was supposed tube a freshmanyear leader but mis~ed all that fall. and I
came back in Murch 2003. right after Spring
Break. for half-semester classes."
As cancer survivors, Greene and
Kanow~ky spoke ntthe Student Govemmem
Association-sponsored lum inaria serv icc
Thursday night at Cutchin f-ield as part of

the Campus Against Cancer Ct'mmunity
event. The ceremony W<b preceded hy u
"jail and bail" in the Curris Center \\here
students and faculty could imprison their
friends to raise money for cancer resc:trch
''1 agreed to speak ut the service because I
see it as very important,"' Knn(lwsky said.
''(Cancer is) not something we can sec: ourselves getting. Some people can' t sec that
children and people our age get (cauccr),
tO\l,"
Kanowsky said she also spoke at the ceremony because she thinks :.tudems do not
realite how many young people ure uflectcd
by cancer.
"I wanted to share my experiences and
show how much everyone means to me."
she said.
"The luminaria ~ervice gave student survimrs a chance to speak about ·their experi
ence with cancer:· Camilla Buckingham,
chairperson for the event. saiJ . " I\ lot of students think cancer i~ something you get
when you are older. hut th1s really lets ~tu
dents see that it can h.tppen to anyone."
A<; young survi\IW\ of the disca,c. both
Greene and Kano\\sk) batllcd more.th<~n
just chemotherapy.

Paul Baker/The News

(From ll'ft) Lissa G rah am-Sc hn eid er~ ttssistant professor or theatre and
dance. C indy G ullixson. theatTc dcparlmcnt secretary, and Da,·id Balthrop,
chair of the theatre depar tment, arc imprisoned for SGA's "J ail and Bail"
e\'cnt at the Curris Center Thursday. They had to donate $10 to "'post bond."
K!mo .... sky ...aid it \\US difficult to come
hack to the Uni\erstty after being away for
,, '>cmestcr .md half.
"People didn't recogni1e me hl'cau ...e I

wa~ wearing n wig." -;he said. "It was difficult o,eeing people after they'd been in the
s\\ ing of things'' hile I was ~till n little weak
and tired."

Greene triumphed over the disease last
year. After receiving treatment at St. Jude's
Hospital, she was declared .. in remission"
on July 2, 2002. and re-enrolled at Murray
State. She has been in remission for one year
anu four months.
Buckingham, senior from O'Fallon, HI.,
said her father is a cancer survivor, so the
event was personal for her as well.
Camilla said SGA got the idea for the
event when President Josh Rose noticed
other universities hosted community ~ervice
activities.
"(SGA) decided to have a community service event, and it just so happens that the
American Cancer Society contacted us this
summer," Buckingham said.
She said SGA decided to host the event
for the American Cancer Society in late
August.
Toby Pruett, the community American
Cnncer Society representative and senior
from Marion. Ill., said Campus Against
Cancer is a cancer society unique to Murray
State.
The ·~ail and bail" Thursday afternoon in

see SURVWOR I 14
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Catnpus Briefly

Internet maintenance
causes connection loss

•Police 13ea t

Murray State's Internet connection will be down today from
10 p.m. to midnight because of
routine maintenance conducted
by the Univt!rsity of Louisville.

Thursday, Nov. 6

Criminal justice program
presents DNA lecture
The University's criminal justice program will present "DNA
Evidence: Freeing the Innocent"
at 6 tonight in the Curris Center
IMge ballroom.
Kevin Creen, who served 17
years in prison for a murder he
did not commit is the lecturer.
Green currently serves on the
midwest board of directors for
the Innocence Project, a nonprofit organization that works to
free innocent people in prison.
For more information, phone
Paul Lucko at 762-2785.

Summer academy officials
seek University faculty
Murray State's Commonwealth Honors Academy is
scheduled from June 12 to July
3, 2004.
The acndemy is designed for
faculty members to work with
students with a 3.5 GPA and a
25 composite ACT' score from
regional high schools. Participating Shtdents get six hours of
college credit in one of the university studies electives fields.
Faculty members who want to
teach in the academy cnn obtain
applications from Ken Wolf in
Office 6813 or Randall Black in
Room 522 of Faculty Hall.
For more information, phone
Ken Wolf at 762-6582.

Wortd association elects
MSU director as president
Dennis Johnson, director of
bands and orchestra, was e lected president of the World Association for Symphonic Bands
and Ensembles during the 11th
international WASBE conference l:.tSt t>Ummer.

Rashod T•• ylor/The News

J unior J enny Teasley (right), from Owensboro, teaches freshman Jennifer Pryor, from Louisville, how to crochet Tuesday
night during one of Teasley's monthly resident adviser programs in Elizabeth College's back lobby.

Alpha Mu Gamma to host University publications
receive national awards
study abroad speakout
Alpha Mu Gamma, a foreign
language honors society, will
host the Study Abroad Speakout
at 5:30 p.m. Thursday Faculty
Hall Room 208.
Speakers will include individuals who ha,·e studied abroad in
the following countries: Spain,
Austria, France, Japan and Mexico.
For more information, phone
Janice Morgan at 762-4527.

Corps-bound seniors
to complete applications
Seniors who wish to join the
Peace Corps for summer service
should apply as soon as possible.
The application and accep·
tance process takes about five
months.
The Pence Corps is <127-month
commitment. Participants arc
trained for three months and
serve for 24 months.
Currently, three Murray State
graduates are serving in the
Peace Corps.
For more information, phone
Scot Roske !ley at (312) 353-7716.

"The Shield," Murray State's
2001 yearbook, won a 2002
Associated Collegiate Press
Yearbook Pacemaker Award at
the 2003 National Student
Media Convention held Sunday
in Dallas.
This <.lward places the yearbook in the top five among colleges throughout the nation.
Justin Toon was the editor-inchief for the Pacemaker-winning
edition of the yearbook.
"The Murray State News" was
a finalist for the 2002 ACP
Newspaper Pacemaker Award.
It also won second place in the
"Best of Show" category for its
2003
Homecoming
special
tabloid insert.
Loree Stark was the editor in
chief for the 2002 ACP Pacemaker finalist newspaper. Erin
Richards was the editor in chief
for the 2003 "Best of Show"
insert.

Campus Briefly is compiled l1y
Vane;sa Cltilders, as..;istmlf r~ews
editor.

"1 have often wondered,
my beloved, wherein lies
the greatest joy;
in loving you or
in being loved by you."
- H. Charles Founder.
A Heart,s Haven

www.romanceandlove.com

Rest:auran1:, since

All of our dishes are made with
fresh beef, sausage, veggies, sauces.
Italian dough & home-made
desserts prepared daily!

PIZZA • PASTA • SALAD BAR • DESSERTS
Daily Specials • Private Meeting Rooms
970 Chestnut • 753-2975
·~

12:21 a.m. A c.:tller from Elizabeth College reported excessive
noise ncar the nmphitheater. The
subjects advised they would
keep the noise down.
8:01 a.m. A cnller from the corner of 16th Street and Univer:-ity
Boulev,1rd reported an accidl'nt
without injuries. Emergency
Medical &lrvic~s and the Murray Police Department were
notified.
2:06 p.m. An officer at the visitor's zone behind Wah>rficld
Library advised he issued n citation !11 an individual for possession of a stolen University p.uking pem1it and drug paraphernalia.
4:46 p.m. An officer checked on
a suspicious jndividtwl in the
Fifteenth & Olive parking lot.
The officer advised the s ubject
was working on his son's vehicle
while he was in class.

Friday, Nov. 7
8:22 a.m. An officer arrested
John B. Shinn, freshman from
Bowling Green, for the theft of
items totaling over $300. The
arrest w.ts connt>cted to a theft in
early October.
11:39 a.m. A Winslow Dining
Hall employee reported damaged L;niversity property outside ut the hall. A report was
taken, and tht• situation i!- undt-r
investigation.
5:20 p.m . A caller from Hester
Collt.•ge reported a smoke detector was beeping b~~cause of a low
battery. Central Plnnt was notified.
•

Saturday, Nov. 8
2:01 a.m. A caller from College
Courts advised her apartment
was egged for the second time
this semester. A report was
taken.
5:23 p.m. A caller from White
College ndvised f.Omeone . sh.lle
his '-'redit card. A report wa.c;
taken, and the situation is under
investigation.
\
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7:21 p.m. A caller f rom Roy
Stewart Stadium reported a suspicious individual net~r the
roundabout. The subject advised
he was watching the lunar
t•clipse.
9:36 p.m. A caller reported an
off-campus fight and that subj(>(.· ts might have had W('apons.
The Murray Police Department
was notified. The dispute was
resolved.

Sunday, Nov. 9
1:34 p.m. A caller from lht~ Engineering and Technology Building advised subjects on in-line
skaks were near U1e dock area.
An officer advised the subjects
to leave campus.
9:26 p.m. A caller from Franklin
College requested to t>pt•nk with
an officer about recc1vmg
unwanted phone calls. A report
wa-; taken, and the situation is
under investigation.
11:20 p.m. A caller from College
Courts advised a vehicle parked
between College Courts and
H<>stt>r College was leaking gas.
The owner moved the vehicle off
campus.

Monday, Nov. 10
12:05 a.m. A caller from Hester
College reported a suspicious
tldor on tht> cast wing of the
fourth floor . Officer advised
there was no smell on the floor.
1:07 p.m. An officer reported
individuals placing unauthorized fliers on vehicles. The officer ad,·ised the individuals to
remove the fliers and get proper
authorization in the future.
4 p.m. A caller from the Doyle
Fine Arts Center reported a substance coming out of a pipe in
the rock garden.
11:40 p.m. An officer near
Franklin, Richmond and Clark
colleges reported individuals
with alcohol. The Housing
Offic~ was notified, and cita·
tions were issued to the subjects
(or the. possession of alcohol by a
minor.

11:58 p .m . A caller from Clark
College reported the smell ot
mar ijuana on the first floor. A
citation was issued for the pos·
session of drug paraphernalia.

Tuesday, Nov. 11
10:01 a.m . A caller from Waterfield LibrM)' reported vehicles
parked in th'-' loading zone. Citations were issued.
1:47 p.m. The Calloway County
Sheriff's Office reques ted the
University Police Department
provide assistance in H•rving a
search warrant. The warrant
was served.
6: 16 p.m. A cotllcr from Roy
Stewart Stadium reported a
vehicle occupied by two males
looking into other vehicles while
driving slowly through the
parking lot. An officer checked
the area and advised everything
was fine.
7:19 p .m . A caller requested
Emergency Medical Services b<.'
deployed for a student having a
seizure. EMS transported the
subject to the Murray-Callaway
County Hospital.

Wednesday, Nov. 12
8:30 a.m. A caller from Frnnklin
College reported a small oil spill
in the parking lot behind the college. The environmental coordinator was notified. A report was
taken.
8:44 a.m . A caller from tile blue
zone of the Regents College
parking lot advised broken glass
was in the lot. Facilities Manage·
ment and Central Plant were
notified.
4:47 p.m. An individual report·
ed she saw a vehicle collide with
.1nother in a University parking
lot. Both vehicles were gone
upon officer arrival.
Racer Escorts: 4
Motorist Assists: 0

Police Beat is compiled by Va~tt:ssa
Childers, assistant m"lt!S edit()r, rviilt
materials provided by P11blic Safety.
All dispatched -calls art' not listt.'d.
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Volleyball:

Survivor:

Team will fight for OVC

'Cancer affects students, too,'

From Page 1

From Page 1

'New York
Times' features
tuition hike at
colleges
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gations." Assistant OVC Commissioner
and Head of Medin Relations Kim Melcher said. "At that time. Murray Stnte began
its own investigation, which we helped
them conduct.
"When 11 l'Omes to international
recruits, regardle:;s of the sport, how do
you prove eJtact eligibility? But depending on the country in"olved, some information is easier to find then others,"
Melcher said.
Melcher also cleared up other logistics
concerning the situation, and said she did
not believe Murr.1y Srate was completely
at fault.
··1 can't speculate on whether Murray
State ever hid any information regarding
this issue, but T can say that we all (the
OVC) operate under the same ethics
code," Melcher sniil. "As far as the penalty goes, each forfeited game will record
a.'> a loss, but all the individual player statistics will still count. That's in regard to
conference policy."
Conference Compliance Officer and
Director of Institutional Services Lee
Moses said while this type of scenario is
not necessarily common. it is not unheard
of He also said that on an international
level. the process is significantly more
difficult to clear up.
" Particularly in international athlete sit·
uations. there are a lot of challenges in
discovering past participation. It's just

the Curris Center's Rocking Chair
Lounge involved a large jail cage in
which "prisoners" could enjoy snacks and
drinks while waiting to be freed in return
for a modest donation to the American
Cancer Society.
" It let :;tudents and faculty arrest their
friends and colleagues and all the money
raised went to the America Cancer Society." Buckingham said.
Pruett said she and Buckingham tO<>k a
widespread approach to the event.
"We want to get the messages out that
cancer affects students. too and we want
people Lo be proactive," she said.
The SGA also donated the money
raised from the luminaria service to the
cancer society.
Buckingham estimated SGA could
raise $500 through the event to donate to
the American Cancer Society.
Greene said it is important to support
the society because its efforts 'help cancer
patients and their familie:;.
"(Cancer) treatment is very costly. and
the ACS can help with that," Greene said.
"Treatment costs can send people into
large amounts of debt."
Said Buckingham: "I think cancer has
affected everyone in some way, whether
through themselves, a friend or a loved
one. That's why I think it was important
to do this and why I think (the American
Cancer Society) is such a good cause."

hard," Moses said. "The institution ...
submitted u report from the conference.
The penalties are then self-imposed by the
institution. and that report is sent off to
the NCAA. They then make sure the sl!lfimposed penalties are sufficient."
The OVC Tournament is scheduled to
be played from Nov. 20 to 22, now more
than likely at Morehead State.
As for life after Gui. the Racer team
was 7-I during its stint without the star
middle blocker.
Schwepker said be views the circumstances as a chance to break yet another
significant record.
"Hey, here's another positive," he said.
"No number six seed has ever won this
(OVC) Tournament, so there's a record
that we can go and set."
As far as Gui is concerned, she said she
misses playing but plans on remaining
just as vital a part of the team as the starting six on the floor.
Said Gui: "We did a good job this season. My teammates are really nice. They
are behind me. and they will support me.
J hope they will keep going in the OVC
Tournament and then go on to the
NCAAs.
"Even though I can't play. I still want
to support them. I can use my experience
to help them understand and to play bet·
ter. I just want to do something to help the
team."

For more information about the Ameri·
can Cancer Society, visit www.cancer.org
or phone (800} ACS-2345.

Various reports show rise
In cancer In young adults

Staff Report
"The New York Times" published a spe"Education Life" edition Nov. 9 featuring University President F. King Alexander's comments from his Congressional testimony earlier this year about the importance of keeping college tuition affordable.
Alexander said the newspaper's coverage
brought important issues to the public's
attention and provided fair coverage.
"It's good to see leading newspapers raising the same questions and concerns {universities) have raised for so long," he said.
"It places great pressure on high·expense.
high-tuition universities to rethink their
strategies, as well as forcing rhe government
to rethink their strategies to finance educational opportunities."
''Education Life" is published once every
three months. Alexander said "The Boston
Globe'' will publish an investigation of the
issue next weekend, and he is preparing an
opinion piece for the December issue of
"The Chronicle of Higher Education."
"(College tuition problems are) something the papers can't ignore anymore." he
said. "People want to know why costs and
tuition keep going up. We welcome these
inquiries."
~ial

• lung cancer Is the leading
cause of cancer deaths in the
U.S. for men and women, claiming an estimated 157,000 lives
nationally this year.

-www.pioneerlocal.com
• A new study released by
King s College In l ondon links
alcohol consumption and smoking
to Increased rates of mouth cancer among adults as young as 20.

-www.oxfordstudent.com
• A 2002 Canadian medical
report revealed 97,469 cases of
cancer in young people from
•
1987 to 1996.
• The same report showed cancer was twice as likely ln.young
women as in young men, largely
because of breast and reproductive cancers. Testicular cancer Is
most common in young men.

--globeandmail.com

Students, staff cite Atkins diet success stories
by Melissa Kilcoyne
Nt.:W.'l

Editor

In order to lose weight. 'tudents, lnculty
und staff across campus are passing up carbohydrates in fnvor nf consuming mme
meal and other high-protein foods while on
the Alkins diet.
Tammy Collins. junior from Louisville.
began the diet in July and said she is
pleased ~ith the rt!sults so far.
"I wanted to lose weight, and I had tried
many diets, and they just hadn't worked,"
Collins said. " It's becoming extremely
popular. especially on this campus."
Collins said when beginning the Atkins
diet. her meals were often repetitive, but
after she began to see results, she factored
in a greater \'Oricty of foods. She continue~
to graduall}' increase food variety but monitor$ her weight on a regular basis.
'Tm restricted to a certain point. hut a lot
of the tood that I enjoy eating, I can still
eat." she said. "Also, the farther you
progress into the diet. the more foods
you're allo\\ed to eat."
Health Educator Judy Lyle snid she
began the diet in an effort to lose weight
after her doctor recommended it to solve
other health problems. However. Lyle does

not recommend starting the diet without
consulting a doctor and attempting to mediate one's regular diet to smaller portions.
"I think you need some baseline lab
work,'' she said. "Find out if there's
anything that's going to be
interfering with (your)
weight loss."
Lyle said several
things believed by
the public about
the Atkins diet
are untrue.
"People say,
'You just don'.
eat bread and
pasta and that
kind of thing;
but
carbohy·
drate:. are a lot
more than just
bread and pasta."
she said. "For example it's in your dried
beans . .. But it's also in things
like cheese. milk, yogurt. Your emphasis is
on eating better fats, nutritious rich foods
and high tiber. That is what help:. get the
weight off.''
Collins said before starting the Atkins

diet. she would eat potato chips for snacks
throughout the day and now eat<; beef jerky
insteud .
"I was really bad about (junk food). and
once I got on the Atkins diet. I learned to be
more conscious abOut healthy
foods," she said.
After Collins ate mostly
pork chops and eggs for
the first weeks. she
bought the Atkins
book and discovered other foods
she could eat.
"It' s the most
flexible diet that I
have ever been
on," she said. "It's
not hard. If you
incorporate it with
just a little bit of exercise, you ~ill see results
fast."
Lyle agreed exercise was
needed along with the diet.
"You don't have to count calories, but
you al:.o can't stuff yourself until you blow
up," she said. "I also recommend keeping a
food journal to record food pitfalls. anything you put in your mouth, amount. time

of day and mood."
Collins said the diet is a way for her to
have control over the food she eats instead
of letting food control of her life.
"It's actually been incorporated into my
lifestyle," Collins .said. "'}love it."
Lyle said the most difficult thing for her
in starting the diet was not having bread,
but bread made with soy nour instead of
typical grains can be substituted in moderation.
••At first it was hard getting used to not
having any sugar. but after two or three
weeks without sugar, that ... also
improved,'' Lyle said.
In the transitions between phases of the
diet, Lyle suggested dieters monitor their
weight to see how it reacts to the added
variety.
"If you're adding fruits in your diet, start
very slowly," Lyle said. "As you add this
back in. if your weight loss stops or
increases, adapt your intake."
Lyle said some doctors are reluctant Lo
recommend the Atkins diet because it eliminates many of the foods at the bottom of
the food pyramid.
Said Lyle: "Atkins doesn't mean you can
never eat sweets again, you just have to
releurn your diet."

Atkins Diet Stages
• Phase 1
Dieters switch their body from a
carbohydrate-burning metabolism
to a primarily fat-burning metabolism and curb cravings by stabilizing blood sugar.
• Phase 2
Dieters begin to tailor the National
Atkins Approach to fit their own
tastes, and more vegetable portions are added.
• Phase 3
Weight loss is slowed down when
the dieter adds more carbohydrates and increases variety in
meal
planning.
To
provide
increased
nutritional
content,
weight loss may slow to less than a
pound a week.
• Phase 4
Stay in control of your carbohydrates and avoid foods which
caused past problems. Still allows
dieters to consume a greater variety of foods.
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Do you think the third
'Matrix' film lived up to
the hype? Why?
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"For me, it was
OK because it
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movies."
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RacKing up credit card bills is a
common occurrence on college
campuses.
And while out-of-control debt is
a problem for many students, the
option to accept the benefits and
responsibilities of a credit card
should be left up to those who are
18 years of age and older.
However, a number of Kentucky legislators, including State
House Speaker Jody Richards, are
proposing a bill to prevent credit
card companies from marketing
to students on college campuses.
While the elimination of credit
card promotions on campus will
probably not be considered a huge
_ loss to students, the bill also
includes provisions requiring
individuals under 21 to have
parental consent before receiving
a credit card.
Although a number of college
students find themselves in considerable credit card debt by the
time they graduate, it is the choice
and responsibility of the individual student, not the government.
Adults between 18 and 20
should not have to ask their par-

ents to obtain a cred it card.
Deciding whether they are prepared to obtain one should be left
up to the individual and the credit
card company.
After all , what does the government have to do with a student's
credit card bill?
The student is the one who will
have to pay it, and if they don't,
he or she will suffer the consequences of bad credit.
While the argument can be
made that credit card companies
prey on students by offering items
such as free T-shirts and food,
does the government really want
to take on all potentially bad decisions that tempt us'?
If so, they might want to start
regulating fast-food commercials
that entice us with mouth-watering, deep-fried, artery-clogging
super-value meals.
The point is, isn't there something more important for legislators to be worrying about?
For instance, if the government
wants to help students' finances
so badly, perhaps it should do
something about the ever-dedining state education budget and our
ever-increasing tuition.
However, when it comes to
adults obtaining credit cards. neither the government nor parents
should have a legal say.

Kyser Lough

Every year universities across the nation
experience increases in tuition. Thus, while
minor growth is expected, Murray State's 15.9
percent incre:tse this past year was bard for
students and parents to accept.
Considering the extreme hike in tuition over
the last year, there have undoubtedly been a
slew of complaints from students and parents.
And whi le nn obvious scapegoat for the signiticant tuition increase may be University
administrators, Murray State President F. King
Alexander has proven his dedication to students by lobbying in Washington, D.C., to
keep state funding for public institutions high
and tuition low.
On Sept. 24. Alexander visited Congress
and spoke against a bill he believes will be
harmful to colleges with lower tuition rates,
like Murray State.
Alexander said the federal government
encoura~s uni versities to raise tuition prices
by providing more fu nding to costlier institutions.
Therefore, he says Urfiversity officials must
make price and job cuts .in order to keep tuition
at Murray State affordable.
Aside from making an impact in Washington. Alexander's lobbying in Congress landed
him in the Nov. 9 "New York Times: Education Life" issue.
The anicle "Five Truths About Tuition"
explains that universities with relatively low
tuition costs arc more apt to have a high-percentage increase when states make budget
cuts. T herefore, low-cost colleges are hit hardest by budget cuts.
It is important for students and parents to
understand the reason Murray State has experienced a nearly 16 percent tuition increase,
and it is not because University administrators
are simply seeking a higher profit margin.
Alexander's efforts in Washington. D.C. and
those ongoing in Frankfort prove he and other
Murray State administrators, are dedicated to
keeping the University tuition low.
'
While he could simply sit back and blame
the state and the federal government for the
tuition increases. and be right in doing so,
Alexander has chosen to take proactive steps
in rcfom1ing legislation.
We commend his actions and hope more
Murray State student<; and parents make themselves aware of his efforts.
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Some fans at the University of
Tennessee at Martin versu~ Murmy
State volleyball game last Monday
did a fantastic job of displaying
their ignorance and mcism as our
team swept its opponents off the
court in three games.
I was so disgusted by the way the
fans there treated us and our team
that I felt the least I could do was
bring their message to the paper and
display their stupidity for all to see.
Before I continue with this editorial
bash on certain UT Martin fans. I
would like to acknowledge that
many acted in a mature and respectful manner, and for that I would like
to thank them .
A group of my friends and I have
been hitting the road to several
away games this year because we
feel the least we can do is offer support to our team, which is having a
fantastic season wherever it plays.
Yet of all the places we have been
this semester. we ha\e seen nothing
as crude, silly and repugnant as the
idiocy that resonated from the
stands thanks to certain UT Martin
fans.

As soon as the n:llional anthem
wa!) finished, the lirst thing that
could be heard was some of the UT
Martin supporters yelling "Murray
sucks" or whatever lame verbal
sticks and stone~ they could produce in an attempt to injure our
pride and spirit. Although disrespectful, this didn' t quite strike a
chord with me as much as what
would happen later in the game.
We took the first game from the
Skyhawks in a hard-fought. spirited
battle on the court, und some U'f
Martin fans seemed to think it must
have been partly our fault that they
lost. They began verbally assaulting
us while we cheered on our victorious team.
Seeing that their team was losing,
the Skyhawk fans began to attack us
personally- talking about how their
players were "'hotter" ttnd reaching
deep into their third-grade minds to
pull out such killers as "fat" and
"ugly'' as they voked their insult~ in
our direction.
Brave Murray State sophomore
Daniel Erb saw right through their
pathetic ignllrnncc and retorted by

asking. "Is this a beauty pageant or
a volleyball game'?''
Seemingly stumped, the UT Martin fans sat for a second then
resumed yelling insults at us again.
Erb stood up and started <:lapping
for the Martin fans and yelling,
"Let's hear it for the beautiful fans ,
everybody!"
Our little Murray State cheering
section of six started laughing and
clapped with Erb in support of such
a blatant twisting of their feeble
insults.
Thi~ didn'l sit too wdl with he
Martin fans. and before we knew it,
about 10 ro 15 very large young
men sat behind us and mouthed an
occasional weak insult, but we were
tun busy watching our learn stomp
the Skyhawk<i into the ground tn
pay them any real attention.
Our volleyball team has a lot of
very talented Asian player~ rhat
make up about half of our iilarting
lineup. The Martin fans by the court
started in with racial slurs, such as.
"Get those chinks off our court,"
and n favorite before a serve, "Don' t
hit it wong."

These fans who were yelling
raci<ll an~ults at our team had signaled to the lurge men now surrounding us in an attempt to intimidate us back into our seats.
The irony set in when I looked
behind myself to see that halfofthe
men s itting around us were AfricanAmerican. I was confused as to why
they would support a cheering section displaying the same intolerable
rn':i~m blacks have faced for countless years. regardless of whatever
l>Chool pride they may possess.
In the end. I was glad to leave UT
Martin, "ith its racism and disrespect. in order 10 wme back home
to Murr..ty. It always gives me a sick
feeling in my stomach to witness
such blat;mtly distasteful acts of
ignorancl! and radsm. I fig ured at
least I could expose the ignorance
uf tlu.: fans in my writing.
But hey, they had big muscles,
ni(..'e clothes and fresh haircuts ....
Let's hear it for the beautiful fans!

Ahram Rrunmwtt is a junior sociology major from Edwardsville, Ill.
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Ticketers
put lives
on line
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Live, love and learn
Learning to love yourself: the most important lesson
In My
Opinion

CHARLES
MURPHY
"I BELIEVE
LOVE IS NOT A
STATE OF MIND,
BQT ~ STATE OF
I

BEING. IT IS
THE

KNOWLEDGE,
ACCEPTANCE
AND
W ILLINGNESS
TO SHARE
WHO WE
REALLY ARE,
WITH All OF
OUR FAULTS
EXPRESSED AND
RICHLY
EMBRACED."

My assignment was to address the que!.tion,
"How could 'The Murray State News' benefit
from a romance column?"
When asked, I immediately envisioned a column akin to "Dear Abby" or something along
those Jines. But I also was asked what my credentials were and what made me think I should
be entrusted with such a column?
1 had no legitimate answers to those questions, at least none that would seemingly grant
me the privilege to be the steward of such an
endeavor. So, how does one answer that''
Our colleges and universities should be bastions of higher education, higher thought and
ostensibly, an em ironment committed to higher
purposes aimed at allowing students to become
well-rounded individuals.
Have our colleges and universities failed to
meet these challenges? I don' t know. What I do
know is that in attempting to help us define who
we are and who we would like to be, it must be
considered that learning cannot and should not
be limited to textbooks. professors and the
ideals of the institution itself.
Oddly enough, it saddens me to see so many
enter postsecondary institutions with little idea
of\\ ho they are as individuals And more, some
believe just being in college will be enough to
address issues a college simply is not
equipped to address, such as defining who you
are as a person. Of course, this is all fine and
dandy that I have an opinion, but who am I and
why should I attempt to author a column'1
On Nov. 2, 1994, I attempted suicide. I was
desperately lonely and believed I was not
worthy of being loved. I dated, had friends
and u life that, to the casual observer. was
pleasant and comfortable. Yet within me, in
those places kept secret and onJy visited
after a drink or two in the quiet of my apartment, there was an emptiness that no
amount of sex. alcohol or partying could fill.
In all of this, I failed to recognize that who I
am as a person should be determined and
defined by my own criteria. This criteria, ideally, should be based on a foundation of personal acceptance for who 1 am, with the faults,
the shortcomings, the ups and downs and everything in between. In defining myself within the
narrow framework of the "perfect" image so
often portrayed in the media, I failed to accept
myself as I was. And without that acceptance of
self, there could be no love of self.
Yet still, through my own personal experiences, I believed my worth was determined by
material possessions, by the people associated

Should " The Murray State
News" offer a romance,f_nd
relationships column? vvta
and post your comments at
www.thenews.otg.
with and, invariably, in believing and accepting
as fact their opinions of me. But truly. my suicide attempt was intended a.'> a means of letting
go of the pain. I wanted freedom from the loneliness, and I wanted to know inner peace. I
wanted to love myself.
Looking back over my history. I realize most
of my relationships with women were based on
a longing to be loved, appreciated, needed and
seen as someone that was worth their affection.
There were times when I dated someone I didn't really even like because, God knew, being
with anyone was better than being alone. There
was a desperation in me I wasn't conscious of,
and yet most of my life was spent trying to correct a problem I couldn't even recognize.

I was willing to do just about anything to hear
someone tell me they loved me. Just to hear the
words, and who cared whether they were true,
was often enough to quiet the noise of loneliness and the echoes of isolation. The echoes of
isolation meaning, when I was alone, the only
sound I could hear was my own weeping and
my prayers asking to someday be loved.
What makes me think I might have something
to offer in a column?
Today, after years of searching, I know what
it is to love myself. And though many will never
admit it, there are others who feel that tightening in the chest, that shrinking of the throat as
they fight back tears in an effort to answer the
unasked question. "Will there be someone to
love me?" I know because I have been there.
There are still people who long to release their
inner beauty in a manner and fashion that suits
them, and yet in an effort to be accepted, they
continue to smile when they want to cry, laugh
when they would rather be silent, listen when
others would converse.
Yes, I know the lonely. My heart goes out to
you all because not only do I understand, I have
walked your path. I can assure you th~t sftould fA 1
you decide to have it, there is life anew. There
is life and love in abundance.
I believe love is not a $tate of mind- it's a
state of being. It is the knowledge, acceptance
and willingness to share who we truly are, with
all of our faults expressed and richly embraced.
And as we share, we dare to do so with honesty
and truth, with integrity and with the purest of
motives. It is the desire to risk all in an effort
to experience that greatest of joys to which all
humans are uniquely designed and birthed to
pursue: to love and be loved.
Love asks us only to look within ourselves
and see the beauty within our hearts, as the
inherent, immutable, and ultimately unquenchable expressions of all that we are today and
seek to be tomorrow. It is willingness to see
ourselves within the reflection of our own
expectations and then being OK with what we
see. It is, in its simplest definition, determined
by our needs and wants and our ability to
express them within the context of who we are
in the present. Life will, if we are willing to
learn, teach us all we need to know.
And that, dear friends, is what this column
would be about - learning to live this life as we
were meant to live it, loved for wbo, where and
what we are, just as we are.

Charles Murphy is a Murray resident.
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You've seen them on campus, but perhaps you· ve sped
away in fear. You try to
understand their plight, but
you may have never smelled
the fear they must fuce in
their jobs.
They are the few, the proud,
the ticket writers for Public
Safety.
Daniel York. junior from
. Fulton, is one of those who
braves wind, rain and snow
to place the blue and white
tickets on the windshields of
students parked illegally.
"I didn't take this job for a
power trip nor to become
one of the most hated people
on campus," he said. " I took
this job bccause all the cushy
office jobs were taken. and I
have a car payment to
make."
•
York said he is accustomed
to feeling rejected and isJ
usually OK with spending
the morning battling the elements to make sure that
the color zones are strictly enforced.
"I am a defender of the color zones. the sole warrior in the fight to keep spaces open," he said. "1
fight the war which has no end."
York said he signed up to be a soldier in the battle when he was a second-semester freshman and
has kept the job ever ,o;ince.
"1 jwa like it." he said. "I enjoy getting the exercise, and I like how it makes me feel to help people."
,
York said he docs not want the pity he often faces
when people see him with the gray box. and a poised
pen.
"I don't want your pity," he said. "I want you to
sit still long enough for me to write you a ticket.
slimeball."
Jamie Ivory, senior from Henshaw. also participates in the "war." She said she just started the job
this semester and usually works the afternoon shift.
"At!tirst I didn't reali7.e what the job entailed,''
she said. "All the dirty looks and students yelling at
me made my first few days miserable."
But Ivory prevailed, and now she said she has
adjusted to the job.
"I am used to smelling the burning rubber of tires
and my ears jamming as people screech away from
me as I attempt to take do"' n their licen~e plate
number," she said.
Both York and Ivory arc used to seeing their
social calendars a little askew because of their jobs.
"1 am used to being ditched on a Saturday night
when girls find out what I do," York said. "I never
tell new acquaintances I work for Public Safety, but
they find out because I end up ticketing their cars it's my sworn duty."
Ivory said she lost a few friends when she ticketed their cars, but she was not about to stray from the
ticketer' s code of honor.
"I lost a few good friends, but when you take
sides in a battle. there are always a few casualties,"
she said.
Neither Ivory nor York said they would quit their
jobs if a cushier office job becomes available.
"We are here to protect the color wnes, to restore
order in the mess that is Murray State University,''
York said. "And we' ll do it one car at a time until '
everyone learns to respect the zones."

Melissa Stoneb~rgn is a faux·news columnist for
"The Murray State News."
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Student experiences Russia's beauty, corruption
Each study-abroad group that travels to
Regensburg for the fall semester is given a
one- week fall break. Most choose to travel
through Western Europe. I. however. chose
the road less traveled. I went east.
My destinatton was Moscow - to see the
sights and to visit my girlfriend, whom I
hadn't seen since May 14. I also wished to
see Red Square and attend a performance at
the Bolshoi Theater.
I flew from Munich to Moscow on Oct. 24.
Moscow's Sheremetyevo Airport, where
most international flights arrive, surprised
me. I was expecting a sprawling center of
modem trunsportation. To my astonishment,
it was small and in need of modernization .
The whole prucess of getting my passport
checked and going through customs only
took 45 minute.s. I exited customs and was .
greeted by my smiling girlfriend, Irina. \~ho
is studying at the Financial Institution of the
Russian Federation in Moscow We hugged
but wru.ted no time catching a bus to the nearest metro statton It was getting dark. not to
mention cold and snowy.

After finally arriving at the apartment I had
reserved, I found tt was occupied. It seemed
as if the organization I was renting fwrn had
overbooked and failed to notify me before I
left for Moscow.
Irina saved the day. suggesting a place in
Kolos, a nice, pocket-friendly hotel about 10
minutes from her dorm. However, I still
needed to exchange my Euros for rubles. I
also got the all-important city registration
stamp. Without it, I was prey for the ambi·
tious Molicow Police. •
All of this gallivanting through Moscow
had taken a toll on both of us and also made
us late for her room mare's birthday pany. We
had a little trouble getting into the dorm The
desk workers didn't want to let Irina (heck
me in. They evernu;~lly cunccded. and I was
soon engulfed in the binhday party. We had
to leave around 12:45 when the secumy
guard came and said I had to leave.
The next day was reserved for Red Square.
It was amazing. I had only dre-amed of visiting it a~ a child. but on my first full day m
Moscow. my dreams came true. There I was

walking through the gates close to the Historical Museum, beaming with excitement as the
Red Square loomed ahead. The whole time J
kept saying, 'This i!> reaJJy it! I' m walking
around in Red Square! I'm really here!" Irina
just smiled and laughed, but seemed to understand.
The had thing was that most of the square
was closed off to pedestrians. Thus, we could
not go in~ide the building to see Lenin's
tomb.
I did get to see St. Basil's -a magnificent
work of an and ar<.:hitecture ..The colors. the
structure, the history, all fascinated me. I
wi~h we could have stayed a little longer, but
it was getting colder and darker. We walked
around inside a shopping center that was
dose by to warm up. Then. we headed to the
eternal flame. We passed Marshall Zhukov's
statue along the way and soon arrived at the
!lame, 01 monument ro fallen Russian soldiers.
During the days while Irina was at school.
I did homework or watched boxing on television, which is quite popular there. After Irina
was iini~hcd with classes. we usually went

•

downtown to look at the different sights. One
day it was the Cathedral of Christ the Savior,
the next the Moscow River, another day the
Arbat and one of Stalin's Seven Sister buildings - structures Stalin had built so
Moscow's skyline would resemble that of
New York.
The city is beautiful. at least the downtown
area. I do believe that it is beginning to shake
off recent economic hardships.
We had no problems the whole time,
except one. Once while walking near the
Kremlin, we were stopped by a police officer.
Apparently, he thought we were Chechens or
something. He asked for our passports, especially mine.
Everything was clear with mine, but Irina
had a problem. HA city registration papers
were still being processed. In most cases, this
would warrant a warning, but this officer was
being difficult. He told her she had to 'go to
the police station and I couldn' t come i long.
I gave Irina a hug and told her not to forget
the basic rules of female self defense, knee to
the midsection and dig nails into eyes.

Luckily nothing happened. She was back
in less than two hours. But, the officer did try
to make Irina an offer. He told her she could
pay the fine or be released for a small fee. She
declined. The tine wao; only 200 rubles ($7).
~oscow is a nice city, and I would recom·
mend it to any one - jm.t make sure you get
your papers in order before you go. There are
many things to see. If you get the chance. go
to the Bolshoi . even if you' re not a ballet or
opera person. It is a womlerful experience.
and the architecture is beautiful . The atmosphere is just amazing, too.
I plan on going again to Most·ow. I
enjoyed the people I mer very much. 1'hey
were ~uch a warm and hospitable group. I
also plan on attending another perfornwnce at
the Bolshoi. I think I'm hooked.
I encourage everyone interested in trnvelto
do so. You never lmo\\ what is going to happen, and you see so many new things. It's a
learning experience that you'll never forget.

David Shams is a j11nior business adnrinistra·
rion major from Bardstown.
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Jury finds drug dealer complicitous
in Pulaski County sheriffs murder

Two die in gunman's nine
hour standoff with police

Suspended Justice denies
authority of orders

Bomber strikes base,
kills 44, wounds 79

SOMERSET, Ky. (AP)- A jury found selfdescribed drug dealer Kenneth White guilty
Wednesday of complicity in the murder of
Pulaski County Sheriff Sam Catron.
The jury deliberated for about 45 minutes.
The next step in the trial will be the penalty
phase, in which the jury could recommend a
death sentence. That phase was expected to
begin Wednesday afternoon.
Earlier in the day, White took the witness
stand to deny being a part of the scheme to
kill Catron. He answered an emphatic "no"
when asked by his defense attorney and the
prosecutor whether he was involved in the
crime.
Catron, 48, was shot minutes after delivering a campaign speech at a volunteer fire
department in ShopviJJe on April 13, 2002. A
single bullet fired from about 80 yards away
killed the four-term sheriff known for his
tough stand against drugs.
jeff Morris, a former deputy of Catron's
who was running against the four-term sher·
iff, and Danny Shetley, who was helping in
Morris' campaign, have both pleaded guilty
to their roles in the murder. They have testified that White came up with the plan to kill
Catron and that they went along with it
because they were afraid of him.

DALLAS (AP)- A police stand·
off ended after nine hours Wednes·
day with a gunman and m•o other
people dead and four officers
wounded. Eight hostages, a
woman and seven children, were
safely released.
SWAT team officers shot and
killed Francisco Fuentes, 32, a resident of the apartment who had
held them at bay much of the day
and firro at officers two separate

MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP)
Suspended Alabama Chief Justice
Roy Moore had ".e very legal right"
to ignore an order to remove his
Ten Commandments monument
from the rotunda of the state cour·
thouse, Moore's attorneys said
Wednesday at his judicial ·ethics
trial.
Attorney General Bill Pryor,
whose office is prosecuting Moore,
has asked the Court of the Judiciary to remove the chief justice for
"Moore's sensational flouting of a
valid federal injunction."
Prosecutors rested their case
after about an hour, most of which
was spent entering evidence. They
called no witnesses, but played
two videotapes depicting s~hes
Moore gave on Aug. 14 and Aug.
21. Moore's attorneys objected to
the playing of both tapes, saying
their contents already were included in written evidence.

NASIRIY AH, Iraq (AP) A
suicide bomber blew up a
truck packed with explosives at an Italian paramilitary
base
Wednesday,
killing at least 26 people.
The United States struck at
the Iraqi insurgency hours
later, destroying a building
in Baghdad in an assault
that thundered across the
capital.
The Nasiriyah attack was .
the deadliest against an
American ally since the
occupation
began
and
appeared to send a message
that international organizations are not safe anywhere
in Iraq.
Col. Gianfranco Scalas
said 18 Italians were killed:
12 Carabinieri paramilitary
police, four soldiers, a civilAP Photo/Uificio Stampa Carabinieri
ian working at the base and
Iraqi police officers stand in front of the Italian Carabinieri
a documentary filmmaker.
headquarters after it was heavily damaged by a truck bomb in
A spokesman for the U.S.·
Nasiriyah, in southern Iraq, on Nov. 12. At lea!lt 17 Italian solled coalition said at least
diers and eight Iraqi civilians died.
eight lraqis also died. The
bomber- whose nationality ined existed in Colombia," ing up over the issue, with
Asier Huegen Echeverria, a some religious leaders fearing
was not known- also died.
29-year-old
Spaniard, said in a ban will foment religious
The blast wounded 79
the
video.
"We
have suffered extremism while politicians
people, 20 of them Italians,
and
hunger,
and been say it is needed to preseiVe
cold
hospital sources and Italian
feeding
ourselves
from the the nation's cherishoo separaofficials said.
land."
tion of religion and state.
The incident marked
It was not clear when the
The issue is all the more
Italy's single worst military
thorny because the French
loss since World War II and video was made.
Eight tourists- four Israelis, Muslim community is large
its first in the Iraq camtwo
Britons, a ~rman and a and growing at some 5 mil·
paign.
Spaniard -were seized by the lion,
National Liberation Army
President jacques Chrrac
Kidnapped tourists
from ancient jungle ruins in returned the long-running
appear on video
northern Colombia's Sierra topic to the political front
BOCOTA, Colombia (AP) Nevada mountnins on Sept. burner in July, appointing a
Seven tourists kidnapped 12. One of them, a teenage blue·ribbon panel of French
two months ago by rebels in Briton, escaped soon after the intellectuals to study the
the jungles of northern capture.
broader issue of French secuColombia looked worn and
larism
and
recommend
complained of being hungry
whether
new
laws
are needed
Parliamentary officials
in a video broadcast
to defend it.
call for ban on symbols 1l1e 20-pcrson panel, headWednesday.
The video s h ows the
PARIS (AP)-A parliamen- ed by national mediator
National Liberation Army's tary group on Wednesday Bernard Stasi, will report to
red-and-black flag hanging called for a ban on the wear- Chirac by the end of the year.
in the background, with ing of any visible religious Its proposals are to provide
heavily armed rebels in symbols in schools, broaden· the basis for an eventual deci·
camouflage
uniforms ing a debate on whether sion on the head scarf issue.
Muslim girls can wear Islam·
watching over the captives.
"We have had to walk a ic head scarves in class.
News in Brirf is compiled by
lot, in places we never imagFrance's body politic is heat· Rob Whitfield, wire editor.

Kentucky scientists receive two
grants to solve global wanning
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)- Kentucky scientists have received two more federal grants
to continue researching n possible solution
to global warming.
Scientists at the Kentucky Geological Survey are researching a process called carbon
sequestration that would inject carbon dioxide deep into the ground, in places such as a
seam of coal too deep to be mined.
Currently, huge amounts of carbon dioxide are released into the atmosphere when
power plants bum coal and other fossil
fuels for electricity. Scientists believe the
carbon dioxide contributes to global warm·
in g.
The grants give Kentucky Geological Survey a total of more than $1.2 million to identify sources of carbon dioxide emissions and
possible sequestration sites. The agency is
working with help from universities, industries and scientists from other states.
The idea is to allow fossil fuels to be used
without sparking runaway warming.
Although there is a growing interest in
renewable sources of energy that don't produce carbon dioxide, fossil fuels are expected to be a major energy source throughout
much of the 21st century.

times.
Police found two other men
dead in the apartment, apparently
shot by Fuentes before police
arrived earlier in the day to investigate reports of gunfire, spokesman
Sgt. Gil Cerda said. Their names
were not released.
Police hadn't determined the
motive in the hostage-taking and
killings and were questioning the
woman who had been held
hostage, Cerda said.

Judge says no cause exists Doctors revive young girl
for damages in Rosie case declared dead in drowning
NEW YORK (AP)- A judge said
ORANGE, Calif. (AP) - Brain
Wednesday that neither Rosie scans of a toddler revived two
O'Donnell nor the publisher of her hours after she was believed to
former magazine deserved dam· have drowned showed no seriages in their dispute over its ous problems, a doctor said.
demise.
Twenty-month·old Macknyala
Minutes after both sides rested Jespersen opened her eyes and
in the case, state Supreme Court moved her arms and legs, James
Justice Ira Gammerman issued hia Cappon, a critical·care specialist
at Children's Hospital, said Tuescomments concluding the trial.
The judge's remarks effectively day. Her condition was upgradleft neither side as the victor in a ed Tuesday to serious.
The girl was found floating
trial where O'Donnell's image as
the "Queen of Nice" took some hits face down in her family's swim·
and where the publisher was ming pool Friday morning and
accused of altering the magazine's was rushed to the hospital,
financial figures. The judge did where doctors pronounced her
leave open the possibility that dead.
About 40 minutes later, police
O'Donnell could ask for publisher
Gruner+Jahr USA to cover her Detective Mike Kendrick was
legal fees.
conducting a routine investiga·
Gammecnan said there was no tion into the death when he
evidence or testimony during the noticed the child's chest was
contentious trial indicating that ' moving. He summoned doctors,
either side had caused the other to who revived her.
suffer damages.
Spokeswoman Susan Solomon
Gammerman's comments from said the hospital was looking
the bench were not Legally binding, into what happened.
Brian Oxman, a lawyer for the
although he offered no indication
to either side that he would reverse girl's family, said relatives had
his opinion. The case began two not decided whether to sue the
weeks ago.
hospital.
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Costa Rican senators encourage study
by Rob Whitfield
Wire Editor
Costa Rican senators German RoJaS and
Carlo), Saluar Ramirel. vbited Murray
State Thursday to discuss Costa Rica's government structure and possible future relations with the University.
The Kentucky Institute for International
Studies sponsored the senators' visit.
During the visit, Rojas lectured to Farouk
Umar's International relations and Gene
Garfield's contemporary political systems
classes about Costa Rica's political system.
"He taJked about the Costa Rican political
system. and I teach the comparative politics
class, so his remarks were extremely useful
for the students in the class.'' Garfield, associate professor of political science, said.
Rojas said two objectives of his vir;it to
Kentucky included strengthening study·
abroad opportunities with Kentucky universities and inviting the Kentucky state police
to help train Costa Rican police.
"Our goals are to strengthen the relation·
ships between the universities in Kentucky

ami those in CoMa Rica and also to establish
relationships with Kentucky police," he
said.
Rojas said he chose l<l visit Kentucky
because of his relationship with KDS director Victor Ballestero, who taught Rojas in
school. and his contacts with the KliS program.
Rojas also visited Morehead State University and Berea College.
He said he hopes his visits to all three
Kentucky institutions receive positive reactions.
"We have been very successful in increasing possibilities for students to visit Costa
Rica and for Costa Rican students to visit
Kentucky," he said.
Garfield said Rojas also spoke about the
role of women in Costa Rican government.
"He actually talked, and it was really
interesting, about the role of women and
how important they are in the Costa Rican
government,'' Garfield said.
Rojas also sajd he has succeeded in establishing a working relationship with Kentucky police.

University Police: Safety
tip of the week

"We have visited with the Lexington
police and the Kentucky state police," he
said. "They have committed to send officers
to train the Costa Rican police."
In the comparative politics class, also
known as contemporary political systems,
students must complete a political model, or
outline. of a country's governmental structure.
"Actually, one of the students in (the other
section of the comparative politics class)
beard Rojas speak in Dr. Umar's class. and
he said it provided very useful information
for his project," Garfield said.
Rojac; concluded his presentations with an
open invitation for Murray State students to
visit Costa Rica.
"We hope to produce more study abroad
in Costa Rica, and that means you," said
Rojas. "We will receive you with open
arms."

Connor Cantrel~ senior political science
and Spanish double major from Oklahoma
City, Mike Waag of the department of modem language and Ballestero contributed to
the translation of Rojas • presenJation.

Staf f Rep ort
The Murray State Public Safety Department
recently added three new features to the Public Safety Web site and plans to further increase access in
the future, Larry Nixon. Public Safety Captain said.
The fo llowing links are now available:
• Accesss travel information throughout Kentucky
and surrounding states. Information includes road
conditions. construction and travel .s afety issues.
• special information regarding alerts and Internet
or local scams. Information will be periodically
updilted.
liThe Kentucky Emergency Management Web site
allows viewers to obtain Homeland Security Infor·
mation and state or local emergency information .
The Web site is currently under revision and can be
accessed at www.murraystate.edu/ publicsafety.

Sen. German Rojas (right) and Victor Ballestero discuss Costa Rican politics.

Advocacy team promotes health education
by Rob Whitfield

Updated Web site
provides easier
user accessibility

Paul Baker/The News

Wire Ec.litor
The Health Education Advocacy Team. a campus
organization funded by the Women's Center, presents
programs to educate students on healthy relationships.
rape and sexual assault.
Since its foundation in the fall of 1996, HEAT has
visited social work. multicultural, psychology and
nursing classes.
"We (also visit) a lot of the freshman-year classes.''
said Liz Harrison, junior from Herrin, Ill., and student
coordinator of HEAT.
Harrison said the organization's 13 members work
together in Guidance 25 I and 252 to formulate five 50minute interactive group presentations, each presented
by three members.
The presentations are designed to be both fun and
informative to participants, Harrison said.
''They're very interactive," she said. "Students are
asked to be involved, and sometimes the professors
(are tou)."
Michelle Bell, sophomore and HEAT member from
Sunset Hills, Mo., said the program also is fun for the
members.
Harrison nnd Bell also said the presentations are successful in informing the students involved.
"They're pretty effective at educating people," Bell
said. "(Involved students) retain the information. The

amount of positive responses on (presen tation) evaluations (is) gradually increasing. We're reaching people."
Although HEAT's primary purpose is to educate the
Murray State campus, HEAT bas been invited to present programs at j unior high and high schools in Kentucky and surrounding states, Harrison said.
Bell said she decided to join HEAT because of her
volunteer experience in Murray State's Women's
Center.
''This is my first semester, but I've been around it
for a year,'' Bell said . "1 had been exposed to HEAT
through the Women 's Center, and I thought it was a
very effective way to get the word out."
Brandon Anderson, sophomore from Hamed, said
he joined HEAT because of encouragement from a
friend.
"I had a fraternity brother who was on the HEAT
team, and it sounded like a good thing to do," he said.
Anderson said HEAT has been a rewarding learning
experience for all of its members.
"HEAT has broadened my knowledge of what peop le go through. It has increased awareness of issues
actually on campus," he said.
Harrison said HEAT's goal is to reduce the occurrence of rape on and off campus by educating students.
"One in four women will be raped in their college
career," Dell said. "And one in seven men in their lifetime."
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SGA recognizes staff eBay sales not risk-free
by Rob Whitfield

'QU tS {and zng
· '

Wire Editor
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by Vanessa Childers
As.-;istam News Editor

Student Government Association
President Josh Rose presented the
newly instituted Jim Bauer Outstundlng Staff Member Award to its namesake, Curris Center Director Jim
Bauer. at the SGA meeting Wednesday night
"I think it's an honor." Bauer, director of student life. said. "I can't think
of anything that'$ as big of an honor as
being honored by the students."
After a unanimous vote in the SGA
Senate, award was created for University staff members who exceed the
required duties of their position.
" As long as Murray State is on this
earth. ·• said an emotional Rose during
the presentation, "staff members will
he recogni:~..ed with the Jim Bauer Outstanding Staff A\\'llrd."
Rose said SGA members recognized
that staff members do not receive any
official accolades from the students.
'There is the Max Carmen Award
for faculty members. who are nominated hy students, and the Ralph H.
Wood!; Award for students, and (SGA
members) realized there are staff
members on campus who go up and
above the cull of duty. but there was
no uward for them," Rose said.

Rashod Taylor/The News

SGA President Josh Rose presents Curris Center Director J im
Bauer with the plaque which will honor fu ture winners of the Jim
Bauer Outstanding Staff Award on Wednesday night.
Bauer was asked to help the SGA
executive board with its homemade
tee-cream social during the beginning
of the meeting, but the board actually
wanted to ensure he was present for
the award presentation.
"I was totally surprised," Bauer
said. "l didn't hear anybody talking
about it, and usually I know what's
going on."
Rose said Bauer was the perfect person to name the award after.
"He's not one of the those 'you can
only reach them from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.' people." Rose said. "Jim's the
go-to guy. He's always supporting

(the SGA) and the students."
Some of Bauer's duties include:
supervisor for Greek organizations,
Student Affairs and campus recreation. liaison to the campus ministers,
and others.
''l just try to help (students) solve
their problems," Bauer said. "I'm a
creative problem solver, and that's
what I spend most of my time on."
The creation of the award wok
approximately four weeks to complete
from inception to presentation.
Applications for the first official
winner of the award will be available
in the spring.

Many Murray State students,
staff and faculty utilize the
online auction service eBay to
purchase various wares.
While most transactions are
successful, some students said
they have been ripped off by
sellers who either take the
money and run or send items
that do not match the description
given in the auction listing.
Andy Griffin, junior from
Advance, Mo.• said he has used
eBay to buy hard-to-find collectables
and
professionalwre!\tling memorabilia since his
senior year of high school. He
said he typically buys from users
with a positive feedback rating.
However, when he once bid
on a movie, he won the item and
paid the seller but never received
the film.
"I e-mailed the (seller) every
week for three months, but he
never responded," Griffin said.
Mike Simounet, freshman
from Lexington, said he shops
on eBay because it is cheap, convenient and fast.
"It's the greatest thing ever,"
he said. "It's got everything I
could possibly want."
Simounet said he buys autographed sports collectable on the
online service because his only
other option is specialized
stores, which are only located in
large cities.
Simounet said on one occa-

sion when he ordered an auto- caused him to reduce his online
graphed picture, he received a buying via eBay.
forgery. However, he said the
Despite the risk of online
seller quickly rectified the situa- fraud. users still flock to eBay.
tion.
according to the its third quarter
"The guy apologized and financial repon, which states
refunded my money," he said.
company revenues are up 84
Despite
the
incident, percent since last year.
Simounet said he still uses eBay.
Simounet said buying items
Student Government Associa- off eBay is relatively safe if you
tion President Josh Rose said he know the warning signs of bad
was the victim of fraud several sellers.
years ago.
"Look for feedback from
"I bought (walkie-talkies) items similar to whttt you're
from a guy in Murfreesboro, buying," Simounct said. " Do
Tenn .." Rose said. "He sent me research."
one- for 70 bucks. I mailed the , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
radio back, but I never got my 70
T ip s fo r eBay shoppers
bucks."
• Ask
seller
questions
Rose said he still remembers
before placing a bid.
the experience anytime he talks
IICheck refund and retum
about eBay.
policies.
Apparently for some. brow~• Review sellers feedback .
ing eBay can become a hobby or
• confirm authenticity.
even an addiction.
•
Know
the
shipping
" It's
very
addictive,"
charges
before
buying.
Simounet said. "You start look• Insure the item.
ing, you fi nd things you like,
• verify sellers contact
you start bidding and bidding
information before sending
some more, (but) then you start
payment.
to win things, and you just keep
•
use method of payment
bidding. I can say that I'm
that offers protection.
addicted to eBay."
-.Avoid transactions where
Simounet said he has spent
the seller only accepts cash
between $2,000 and $2.500 on
or
instant cash wire transfer.
eBay during the past three years.
•
use
a
bonded
and
Other users are not so
licensed escrow service for
attached.
items over $500.
Griffin said while he browses
Information
from
eBay at least four or five times
www.ebay.com/help!
every week, he only makes two
confidencensgw-"audpurchases per month.
buyer-tips.html
Rose said his experience

New program allows alumni donation opportunities
Recent graduates can contribute
by Lau ren Hines
Contributing Writer
Seniors graduating in December now
have a new program available to give back
to their alma mater and increase the value
of their own degrees, said Associate Director of De'Veiopment Leign:rerry.
Through the Senior Tribute ProJect,
graduating seniors are able to acknowledge th~)se who have affected their lives
during their college years by making a $25
Jonation to the University's Annual Fund

The project was created using an idea
from the Senior Challenge Program which
allows graduating seniors to give a gift to
the University over the five years after
graduation, said Alison Hannon, coordinator of telemarketing in the Office of Development, which is in charge of the Senior
Tribute Project.
"I think that the senior tributes really
encourage students to thank and publicly
acknowledge those who have influenced
them." Hannon said.
Hannon is abo in charge of the Phon-a-

thon , an annual campaign program in
which students call alumni to update the
nlumni files and solicit gifts to the University. This money goes into the Annual
Fund and is used to benefit the area of the
University that has demonstrated the most
need, Hannon said .
''Everyone on this campus has benefited
from this money," she said. "The Senior
Tribute Project is designed to help students
become accustomed to giving back to the
University."
Hannon said the money may be used
toward the Waterfield Library Fund but
the area of greatest needs to still be considered.

Essay & Art Contest Exhibit
Students in our commun · were invited to submit art or ess
the theme of the week.
Curriculum Globalization Grants; The Short Story at Home and Abroad. Peter Murphy;
the Sandra F
M ulticultural In
Mam-Yassin Sarr· Music of Other Nations, John Ste

The money donated by the seniors will
be put into the Annual Fund, but also can
be designated to a specific department.
college or scholarship.''
Perry agreed with Hannon.
"Many students think that a gift of $25
will not go far in helping the University,
but all of it helps," Perry said. "Last year,
gifts to the University of $100 or less
equaled around $375,000.
''These g ifts also help the University's
rating in magazines such as "U.S. News &
World Report."
"Alumni gifts directly affect the overall
rating of the University, and the magazines
count the number of contributions, not the

overall dollar amount," P\!rry said. "The
magazines that rank the University usc the
logic that if a graduate was pleased with
the University and the education they
received, then they would be willing to
donate money to the University. Our rnnking in 'U.S. News' wao; in part based on the
donations of our alumni."
Seniors were able to take pan in the
Senior Tribute Project beginning last
week.
''The provost has been very gracious in
working wilh us on' a program we haven' t
done before," Hannon said. ··11 is ,·cry successful in other places, and we want 11 to
become a tradition at Murray.''

I :00-2:15

Curris Center Barkley Room

3:30-5:00

C u rris Center Barkley Room

Change and Pen.pective tn Art, Music, Patriotism
Kathe Kollwitz: A Retrospective of Prints and Drawings thnt Created Social Change, Nicole Hand (Art}
The Use of Patriotism in Three Countries: Germany, Japan, and the United States,
Yoko Hata
Modem Lan
: French F lute School: 1900-1950. ''"nro!l'n'"

Nuclear Safety & Security Over~cas
Dr. Ken Brockman Di
of the Devision of Nuclear lnl'>tallation S

Torture Abolition

& Survivors Support Coalition. Emmy Aviles Breton

Curris Center Theatre
Austria

12:30-2:00

Curris Center Barkley Room
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11tis \XIeek
• Volleyball

Game

~
Boeing 767 - 200 Series

Murray State vs.
Southeast Missouri, 7
p.m .. Racer Arena.

•Teacher

Career

Quantas Airways

Fair- Career Fair for
education majors, 10
a.m. to 2 p.m., Curris
Center Third Floor.

•Friday Night LiYe
Open Mic Karoke
Night, sponsored by
the Campus Ministers, 8 p.m., Curris
Center Stables.

Airbus A340
Phillipine Airlines
747 Aer lingus
Ireland

•Saturday
•Missions

Day
Contact a campus
minister if interested
in volunteering for a
group in need .

•Band

Waterfield Library displays
student's model airplane collection

Concert

Fifteen-band concert,
I :30 p.m. , Curris
Center Stables. Free
admission. For more
information, phone
Chris Schwei1.er at
226-9625.

•Fencing

•Volleyball

St:.tff Writer

Tourna-

ment - Fencing tournament for all fencers
with one year or less
experience, 9 a .m ..
Carr Health Dance
Studio.

Concord
British Airways, Singapore

Game

Murray State . vs.
Eastern Illinois, 2
p.m., Racer Arena.

•Men's Basketball
Exhibition - Murray
State vs. V ASDA,
7:15 p.m., Regional
SpeciaJ Events Center. Free admission

•Sunday
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, Elizabeth College front lobby. 9:45
a.m. Free riues to the
church of your choice.

•Worship

Service

Sunday Night Fellowship. 5:30 to 7 p.m .•
University Christian
Student Center.

vice, Oeerman began purchasing
miniature die-cast planes.
"I seriously started collecting right
On Dec. 17. 1903, we learned to before the Persian Gulf War around
1989, 1990, but I have planes that
fly .
This December marks the lOOth , date back as far as 1975."
Gccrrnan said the cost and size of
annivcrl'ury of the first manned
flight, courtesy of Orville and Wilbur his collection bas grown significantly
Wright, and Waterfield Library is over the years.
"I've spent over a thousand bucks
continuing its yearlong celebration of
the event with a display featuring on these planes,'' Geerman said. "I
commercial aircraft models owned live in a trailer, so it ' $ hard to make
room for them, plus the lady r live
by junior Apolonio Oeennan .
Early in 2003, the library launched with collects teddy bears. There's not
the first of 12 aviation exhibits rang- much s pace."
Oeermnn said his collection has
ing from World War I fighter planes,
featured in February , to Ru~sian proved somewhat lucrative in the
fornlS of flight shown last O ctober in past. A few years ago, he sold one
plane to a Russian immigrant for
honor of the :o;atellite Sputnik .
Geerman, a chemistry major from $500.
"He was an engineer under
Aruba approa~hed Susie Adams. a
library ~1 s sistant at Waterfield Tupolev 154, a Soviet copy of the
Library. to see if she was interested Boeing 727. That was a lot of money.
in using his collection for November. and I kind of felt bad, ~o I threw in
"My models are mo:-tly of civilian two more planes," Ocerman said.
Adams hopes Oeerman's collecplanes. the peaceful side of aviation,"
Geerrnan said. ''Ir's what keeps the tion, as well us the other exhibits on
world wgethcr - trade, commerce displny in the library, will educate
and travel. That's what got me inter- students on the technological
advancemenls made in aviation.
ested in aircraft to begin with ."
''We wanted to bring an awareness
Adams accepted his offer, and students can examine 107 of Geerman's to how much flight has changed the
planes in the libmry' s Media Center. planet." Adams said. "The fact that
Geerrnan"s extensive collection, the Wrights succeeded to ny encour~omprising roughly
150 aircraft aged others to experiment with and
models. grew as n result of his inter- invent rockets. The dynamics we
est in nviution. Oeerman said as a learned in aviation translate significhild, he wanted to be a pilot. but his cantly into aeronautics. The two are
vision was so poor. he couldn't pur- one in the same."
The library will di~play Oeerman's
sue the cmeer.
ln stcatl. Oeerman joined the Army. collection until Dec. I. Adams said
In 1987, he left his home in Aruba, the next and final exhibit of 2003
locntcu in the West Indies, and was will fot.ms on the Wright brothers and
stationed at Port Campbell us a flight the achievements mude in aviation
medic. During his eight years of ser- since their historic first nights.

by Liz Smith

Boeing 747-300 Series
Surinam Airways ,

~•Monday
•Enrichment Series
Lecture - "The Mo~t
Distressful Nation:
Hbtory, Myth and the
'Troubles' in Northern
Ireland"
by
William H. Mulligan
Jr., · 7 p.m., Faculty
Hall Room 623.
•Bible Study - Biblical Principles in "The
Twilight Zone" Bible
study, 8 p.m .• Hart
Residential College.

Douglas DC 8
Special 1976 Bicentennial Series,
Overseas National Airways .

Boeing 747 SP
Alliance Air

•Tuesday
•CAB

Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Ohio
Room. General public
and guests welcome.
•Concert - University Chorale and Chamber Singers concert. 8
p.m .. Lovett Auditorium. Free admission.

Boeing 737 - 300
AirCal

Boeing 707
TWA

Ilyushin 62
Ceskoslovenske Aerolinie, Russia
Photos by Erin Gilles/The News

~•Wednesday
•Judicial
Ticket

Board
Hearing

Parking ticket appeals
reviewed. 3 p.m .• Curris Center Tennessee
Room.
•SGA - Student Oovernmem Association
student senate meeting. 5 p.m.. Curris
Center Barkley Room.

•Worship

YOU KNOW WHAT MTol:.uT
CHEER YOU UP?
•OPRAH" WALL.

Senice

Chi Alpha Wednesday
Word and Worship, 7
p.m.. Curris Center
Theater.

•Thursday
•Recital- Woodwind
Chamber
Music
Recital. 8 p.m .. Performing Arts Hall .
For more information.
phone 761-ARTS.
•Worship Senice
Baptist Student Union
TNT worship service,
7 p.m .• Bapust Student Center.
•Shoebox Deadline
Last day to donate a
shoebox of toys.
ci{Hhing or toiktries
for children ages 2 to
14 in a drop-off box
in a residential college lobby or the Curris Center.

PROFESSOR HOBO
IF WE ARE GOING TO GET
ME BACk INTO OFFICE, THEN
WE MUST DEVISE A
FOOlPROOF PLAN.

College Life
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This Wecl{.
1. OutKast - "Speakerboxxx/
The Love Below''
2. Rod Stewart - "As Time
Goes By ... The Great American Songbook Vol. II"
3. Clay Aiken - "Measure of
a Man"
4. The Strokes - "Room on
Fire"
5. Ludacris - "Chicken 'n'
Beer"
Source: Associated Press

• Movies
1. The Matrix Revolutions
,Starring Mary Alice
2. Elf - Starring Will Ferrell
3. Brother Bear - Starring
Joaquin Phoenix
4. Scary Movie 3- Starring
Pamela Anderson
5. Radio - Starring Cuba
Gooding Jr.
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Provocative artist visits .campus
by Phillip Dish on
Contributing Writer

more abstract. She said people did not
understand w hat she was trying to
express in her art.
"Nobody was seeing it," she said.
T his pushed her to use text taken from
old books to help guide the viewer

Art lover:; were invited on a journey of
self- discovery as Deborah Muirhead
presented a slide :,how of her work Nov.
6 in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Muirhead. professor of art and art history at the Umversity of Connecticut. '' That is the great journey of
being an artist. I love that 'not
showcased her evolution as a painter a~
well as the history and artistic progresknowi ng.' "
sion of her work.
Her style, which she describes as
Deborah Muirhead
"abstraction used as a strategy for locatProfessor of an and art histol)'
ing identity in history," expresses her
Univer~ity of Connecticut
take on the many stories of unknown
African-Americans in U.S. history as
through her work without "telling all."
well as those in her family history.
Muirhead's works also include handMuirhead said these topics have
made books of watercolor paintings and
become central to her work.
Although she initially " wanted to quilt-based grids of images, each
make paintings that were beautiful," designed to pull the viewer into a com·
Muirhead said her work always seemed plex line of endless self-interpretation .
"I want it to be layers of things,"
to stumble into themes that were not so
Muirhead said, explaining her u.sage of
pleasant.
Through her search for personal truths. numerous mediums and techniques to
Muirhead ' s works became more and express her ideas.

Sarah Gutwirth, associate professor of
art at Murray State. has known Deborah
Muirhead since 1985.
"In art, people learn a great deaJ from
seeing the work of other artists,''
Gutwinh said. "(At Murruy State), we
really make the effort to bring people
from the outside."
More than 40 Murray State students
and faculty members attended the presentation .
"I love her ideas," said freshman Sta·
sya Berber, from Louisville. "I loved her
execulion and her discovery. That was
enlightening."
Junior Jessica Brown, from Paducah,
echoed Berber's sentiments.
"She is sort of a role model to me."
Brown said. "1 want her approach."
Muirhead said she hope~ to continue
her individual search for stories that may
be unknown to others . She added that
she wants to bring those stories to people
through her unique artistic talent.
"Thnt is the great journey of being an
artist," she ~oaid. "I love that 'not knowing.' "

Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery
Exhibit Calendar
• Magic Silver Photography
Nov. 18- Jan.16
A National Juried Competition
of Photography from across the
country.

• MSU Holiday Art Auction
Nov. 21 , 7:30 p.m.
MSU Art Department presents Its
wildly popular art auction, featuring
auctioneer Jimmy Tate.

• MSU Art Student Senior Exhibits
Times to be announced.
The MSU Art Department proudly
announces its graduating seniors.

campus.murraystate.edu

Source: Associated Press

• Books
1. Nora Roberts - "The Key of
Light"
2. Arthur Agatston - ''The
South Beach Diet"
3. Dan Brown - ''The Oa Vinci
Code"
4. Mitch Alborn'- "The Five
People You Meet in Heaven"
5. Paul Burrell - "Royal Duty"
Source:

A~s<X i ated

Press

• web site
www.funwavs.com
With deadlines for final projects, 10-page papers and
senior theses soon approaching, it's time to really buckle
down and stop procrastinating.
However, to avoid end-of-the·
semester burnout, one needs
to periodically eat, sleep and
take in nonacademic information , such as ~ideo clips, sound
waves and quotes from this fun
movie site.

Fountains of·Wayne album kitschy, catchy
by Justin Bontrager

~WEtOOME INTERSTATE 1\tANt\GERS..

Stnff Writer

Fountains of Wayne band members once described
themselves as "the missing link between the Raspberries
and Green Day," but it would be more apt to describe the
band as the missing link between Wee1.er and the
Rentals.
Wai -Mart, where I picked up this disc, listed the band
a ~ an "up-and-coming artist." Interestingly enough, I first
saw this group at a free concert in Golden Gate Park in
1996 Of course Wai-Man also sells American flags and
other assorted patriotic emblems that are made in Korea,
so their shoppers can ' t be too discerning. Oh well. I can't
make fun of Wal-Mart for not being more up on the times
since this very newspaper has spent the last month playing host for a debate on evolution. What's next, an argument over whether the earth is flat or round?
Fountains of Wayne p lay what music journalists like to
call "thinking persons' pop" - which is kind of an oxymoron like ''jumbo s hrimp," "anarchy rules" and "creation theory: · The problem with "Thinking Persons'
Pop" is that most thinking people don' t listen to pop.
That ' s why Pink. Britney Spears and *NSYNC sell more
copies of one record than the entire cnralogs ot XT C.
Squeeze. Cake und Elvis Costello combined.
"Welcome Interstate Managers" is a good pop record.

Bring the Whole Family for
Food, Games, Prizes.and a Silent Auction
Saturday, November 15th, 2003

T

The songs are kitschy, catchy and even slightly intelli·
gent. There's not much unique going on here. "Mexican
W:ine'' borrows heavily from the Rentalll. " Bright Future
in Sales" wouldn ' t sound out of p lace on a Steve Miller
Band record (except for the synths). "Hung Up on You"

'I I ' I

Nov. 14-16

Come Join the Fun From 10:00 a.m. til 2:00p.m.
Come to the North & South Gym Carr Health
Admission $ 1 at the door or
bring a canned food item to donate to The Need Line

trunkS hOW

Save 2U'
on all

r•

Sunset Boulevard Music is now located in the yellow
building beside Wendy s on·Chestnut Street!
MUSIC • CAR AUDIO • INSTALLATION
1

Voted
Best
Music

Store!
1

fountainsotwayne

sounds like Cake when Cake tries to sound like a country
band, and "Fire Island" is a decent imitation of Squeeze
imitating the Beatles. A t least Fountains of Wayne are
borrowing from good sources, except the Steve M iller
Band.
[f you have every Cake and Weezer record -including
imports and bootlegs -and still want more jangly, j ubilant. synth-laden, guitar-oriented pop, then "Welcome
Interstate Managers" is probably perfect for you.
Or if you're one of those people who likes the bands on
the "American Pie" or "Friends" soundtracks, even
though you don't know their names because your pop
culture-addled mind can' t retain that much information,
get the Fountains of Wayne album.
This is the wholesome, vanilla, yet slightly edgy "alternative" band you yearned for - even if you forget the
band's name four hours after buying the album, though
you can probably recite dialogue from episodes of "Dawson's Creek."
For those of you with more discerning tastes, go out
and replace your well-worn copy of Squeeze's "Singles
45s and Under."
Again, I am required to bestow this CD with an obligatory grade. This deserves a C, but I will bump it up to a
B- using a grading curve based on prevalent pop culture
standards.
Obligatory rating: B·

Chestnut St. (Beside Wendy s) • Murray, KY • 753·0113

your Vera
Bradley
· favoritesl
Register for
Prizes!

t:X>A/'1' 70»(/21'
~~~~ /#lld~ry o~"JI /#~~NI
_gu.n.da'f, Alt>v. /6 b'tt>m I - 5 p.m.

303 N. 12th St.
(Between Century 21
and The Mane Evenf)
The area's only Vera Bradley Signature Showroom/
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MUsic major earns Trow scholarship
by Allison Ught

''I knew what I was coming to school for, and

StaiT writer
One Murray State music major i s $ I 000. richer
this semester after being awarded a national schol-

Alpha Delta Lambda has
helped me to realize that
I wanted to help people
to learn.''

ar~hip.

Junior Lindsey Groves received the prestigious
Trow Scholarship last summer.
Groves. from Marion, Ill.. is a former chapter
president of Alpha Lambda Delta honors society,
the organization sponsoring the scholarship.
The annual Trow Scholarship was started in 1988
ro honor former National President of Alpha Lambda Delta Jo Anne Trow.
More than 90 applicants competed for the scholarship. and .35 were awarded.
Any member of Alpha Lambda Delta with a 3.5
GPA is eligible to apply. The award is granted
based on academic records, recommr:ndations, par-

CLUES ACROSS

Undsey Groves
Trow Scholarship n:dpiem
ticipation in Alpha Lambda Delta activities, an
essay and campus and community activit.ies.
Groves said receiving the scholarship was an
honor because Alpha l.arnbda Delta has aided her

48. Griffith and Rooney

49. Home state of U.C. Berkeley
1. Makes lively
5. Stone slab or pillar for commemorative purposes
10. OK Corral marshall Wyatt
14. Sword similar to a foil but
with a heavier blade
15. Simplified
16. Ancient Greek portico
17. Warning of sorts
20. A deep purplish blue
21 . Cites
22. A collection of anecdotes
23. English bard (archaic)
25. A way of bundling
29. National capital of Malta
33. To be taken by surprise
34. Type of brew
35. Ad
36. Oliver _ , author
37. Military unit
40. Compass pt. midway
between east and southeast
41 . Robert _ , poet
43. Hippolyte _ , philosopher
44. Sittings
47. Religious

(abbr.)
50. Blue pigment
53. Possible to satisfy
58. Somehow
60. Middle Eastern nation '
62. Proprietor
63. "P1cnic" playwright William
64. Taxis (slang)
65. Chars
66. Solar units
CLUES DOWN

1. Either of two large muscles
of the chest
2. Hebrew unit of capacity
3. Look furtively
4. Ooze
5 Having vision; not blind
6. Long-tailed arboreal mustelid
of C and S America
7. This (Spanish)
8. Permit
9. Secreted by the posterior
pituitary gland
10. Break loose

11 . Matter or tiny unit
12. A strong cord
13. Run from A to B
18. Cuts of beef
19. Organic compound
23. Trade
24. Large swift fly
25. Principles
26. Lower in esteem
27. Twines
28. I (German)
29. Linear units
30. Belonging to them
31. MT
32. In a way, carried oneself
38. A typeface with letters
slanting
39. A waterproof raincoat
41 . Mortar trough
42. Some
45. living rooms
46. Inside of
47. Deviants
49. Pole (Scottish)
50. Invests in little enterprises
51. Ancient Asian city
52. Whale ship captain

college career.
''I knew what I was coming to school for, and
Alpha Delta Lambda has helped me to realite that I
wanted to help people to learn," she said.
Groves said although she felt the size of the competition was daunting. she had to apply for her own
piece of mind.
"I feel like it is a pretty big honor to get, and 1
hadn't expected to get it," she said. "I tried for it
because I felt that if I didn't try. then J was at a loss.
So. I tried for it, and I was really excited when I got
it."
Marcie Johnson, faculty adviser for Murray
State's Alpha Lambda Delta chapter, said she was
surprised Groves received the scholarship because
of Murray State's si.£e as well as the sii'e of the
competition.
"I always thought Lindsey would be a competitive candidate, but I didn't know that she would

53. Soluble ribonucleic acid
54. Dry '
55._ fide (Latin)
56. Dazed
57. Supplements with difficulty
59. An Indian unit of length
60. Be obliged to repay

necessarily be selected because Murray State hasn't
been as prominent as chapters from bigger
schools," Johnson said.
Johnson also said Groves' significant involvement in the local A lpha Lambda Delta likely helped
put her in a better position to receive the scholarship than other applicants.
Johnson said she thinks Murray State's chapter
has been quiet organization in the past. but during
Grove's term as president, the officers and members planned and participated in activities that were
not attempted in the past.
"I was surprised. not at all because of (Groves')
qualifications.'' Johnson said, "but because l think
sometimes 1 assume that chapters from bigger
schools are more competitive ... because they are
larger chapters and perhaps (have) more competitive things to say about the involvement in their
chapter."

a

14
17

Last week's solution

If there are horrible
noises coming from
your car, and it/s not
the radio station/s top
40, IT'S TIME YOU
CAME TO SEE US!

FREE I.D. WE.EK!
Nov. 17-21
ONE WEEK ONLY!

We're commited to quality auto care, excellent customer service
and fair prices. It's our goal to have you back on the road fast with
complete auto care, from engine to muffler and every part in between.

•MUST TURN
IN CURRENT

VALID ID.
• Not good for
lost card.
Visit us at one of our four convenient locations
200 A. N. 12th St.
Murray, KY
270-753-3086

HWY 641 South
Hazel, KY
270-492-8839

417 S. 6th St.
Mayfield, KY
270-251-0640

325 Main St.

Benton, KY
270-527-011 0

..
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Rotaract Club member wins 'Best of Rotary Web 2003 '
on the club and on Murray State students.
"If you win (an award) for having the most
outstanding Web site statewide, that's significant," Robertson said. "This was the best in the
world."
Cash said Owen was elected tbe club's first
webmaster last year when members were electing officers for the 2002-03 school year.
''He was the most qualified candidate," Cash
said.
.One might say Owen was qualified for the
job. He said he has designed Web sites for the
Honor's Program, Commonwealth Honor's
Academy, Foreign Language Club and the
National Broadcasting Society in addition to the
Rotaract Club.
Owen's Web-designing secret: Microsoft
Paint.
"l designed (all of the sites) myself using
Microsoft Paint and Notepad ... and a program
that splits up the images," he said.
Although he said setting up the site was fairly easy, Owen said updating the site is timeconsuming.
"With the Rotaract Club, (I update the site)
anytime we have any dates that need to be
added w the calendar, and after (we do) activities, 1 post the pictures on the Web," Owen said.
"It's a continual process."
Cash said she uses the site often to check the
dates of meetings and activities, and Owen
keeps the Web site extremely up-to-date.
''We might announce an event at a meeting,
and if I check the site later that night, be already
has (it) updated."
Cash said ber favorite feature on the site is a
directory link which allows members to access
other members' contact information and interact with each other outside of meetings.
"If you need to get in touch with someone
about an event, it's nice to know you can get
online and get ahold of them," Cash said. "It's
used by members a lot."
Robertson said the site as a whole promotes
communication between members.
''l think that it's facilitated communication,
and it's a ... very user-friendly Web site,"
Robertson said. "It's well laid out, and it sends
a very positive reflection on the Rotaract and its
activities and a positive reflection on Murray
State as well."
Owen said he became interested in Web
design after he made his mother a real estate
Web page.
"1 really like computer programming, and this
is a way to program and be visual," Owen said.
"Plus, it has content, useful content."
The award-winning Murray State Rotaract
Club \Yeb site cap~ accessed at http:!/
campus. murraystate.ed u/org/rotaract.

by Alicia Ray
Assistant College Life Editor
Mary Kathryn Cash, junior from Fancy Farm,
said she'd forgotten she bad entered Mitchum
Owen's Rotary Web site in the "Best of the
Rotary Web 2003'' contest last year while she
served as the Murray State Rotaract Club president.
''I really kind of forgot about it because it had
been last year when we registered," Cash said.
"When Dr. Robertson st0od up to present the
award (at a Rotaract meeting), it all came back
to me. I started getting really excited because I
knew what he was about to win."
Don Robertson, vice president of Student
Affairs and Rotaract Club adviser, said before
be received notice of the award through a press
release, he had not even been aware that Cash
had submitted Owen's site.
"I was pleasantly surprised," Robertson said.
"To be picked as the best Web site is pretty significant."
Cash said she unearthed the contest while
searching the Internet for more information on
Rotaract, the college extension of the service
organization the Rotary Club, on an international level. She said she thought Murray State's
Rotaract site would be competitive.
"It visually looked better, (and it) had more
options," Cash said. " lt just looked more professional than most of the others. I saw lots of
other Rotaract sites (from all over the world),
and I knew ours was better than most I had
seen."
Apparently Cash was right. Not only was
Owen's Rotaract site better than most Cash bad
seen, it was deemed better than most in the
world.
Owen's certificate from Rotary International
reads "for outstanding design and Web-based
content, promoting the values of Rotarians
worldwide."
The International Computer Users Fellowship
of Rotarians recognizes the best Web sites of
Rotary Clubs and affiliated programs, including
7.555 Rotaract clubs, across the globe each
year.
Owen, junior from Buchanan, Tenn., said he
was awarded the title "Best of the Rotary Web
2003" along with nine other college webmasters
from across the world.
"When you go to rotaract.com, we're the only
(collegiate Web site) listed from the United
States," be said. ''There was one from Italy,
Toronto. France ... chen there's Murray State."
Murray State's Web site was considered the
Best Rotaract Club Web Site in the United
States.
Robertson said the award ret1ects ver)' well

(Above) At the home page of Murray State's Rotaract Club, visitors can be directed to
five other pages with information pertaining to Rotaract and Its activities.

(Above) Mitchum Owen, junior
Microsoft Paint and Notepad.

NOW OPEN ON THE SQUARE
Ma1-y £ngelbreu • Green uaf Candles & Scents • Home Decor

Tunning & 'St orage Rentol
JO% ciscount ott tanntna PaCkafts.
• swlmwear and lotions with MSU 1.0.

Ask About Local Gift Delivery

1Jie Cfie"!J Tree !J{orist & rjifts

r-?

a.m.· 9 P.m.
A1. & Sat.
8 a.m.· 8 P.m.
Cfosed SUndaY

·

.

Fu.i.Se;i:~n~-

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray, KY

8

l,J-1 $. Fo\ltth St. • (270) 76l·GiftJ~~8) .~
Opeh ,Mon.·Fri. 9-6 • Sat."'/;9·.3
{
;.._·,.·,cc.
" ~........
f:

I New Purses & bails bY IWID]]

ttours

Mon. ·ThUrs.

"we're More Tha.n Just. A flower &hoppe."

-l

753-3333

NEWLY EXPANDED
DOUBLED IN SIZE

LAKEWAY PACKAGE STORE
I

1006 Chestnut St. • Murray

I

·-------------- .. L.:------------~
_ll~
fl- Open 7 Days a Week
I .:•
l -1 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
~ ~-o 1 ~ QU llb
71 6 North 12th Ave.
I

I
I
I

1~'1

.______________

I

I
1I

Murrov, KY 42701

R::~c:r::,

270-767-0026

Located At 5-Poinrs

I
..I

Great Food!

.r----------------------~

~~DVIES TO &DJ

1 008 Chestnut St.

For Showllmes. Call:
153-3314

www.hollvwood.com

RENT YOUR MOVIES AT THE MOVIES
'2 IU. N I' \l.S I OH. $ 4 .00
MoN . - Ttums .

r

Shop and Browse through the
largest Selection of
J<,. Wines and Spirits in this area

g

1417 E. Wood St. (Lake Hwy) ~
Paris, TN 38242
(Across from Hampton Inn)

(731) 642-9737
Directions from Murray: Take 641 S.,
turn left onto Wood Street and
continue until you see it on the right.

DISCOUNTS

Want To Meet
International Students?

W'<l~ @jjjf/J

@}1 @/®'<ltl'<l@l!.tl
~@.~®lil
Special Good For:

Sign Up For International Ambassadors.

Couples • Individuals
Siblings • Families

Get 2 Hours of GUI 251 Credit.

Happy Hour

Hours
11 a.m.-Midnight

Mon.-Thurs.
5-Close

CLOSED
SUNDAY

onday Night Football
$7.50 Buckets I $1 Drafts

Wednesday
$6 Margarita Pitchers

Thesday
Thursday
Karaoke
$2 Wel1 Drinks
Thursday, Friday, & Saturday
Live Entex1ainment

l n tl on1· ( lr (lu i door

·-----------,
1-8x l0
I

I

Be paired with international students
from around the globe.

:
•

.,
:

Have meals together, go hiking,
go shopping, take them home to
meet your family and see an
American home.

2 • Sx7
8- Wallets

I

$49

.. ____ __ ______

: (No Sitting Fee) ..
Call 753-8809
For An Appointment.

1bke Care Of The WhoJtr
Family At One Low l'Ticiti

To rind out lww to hL' Ill\ nh l'd. L'lllltact
mt'la nil•.m ccallo•JJn 1 nwr_ra} ~jj_t~~·.(·d u
or L·~d I 762-3236.

llison

'Pltotoglap)zy

ro7 S. 4th St. • Murray, KY 42071 • 753-8809
www.alHsonphotography.com
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MOZZ dancers display
stamina, strength, style
by Severo Avila
Colkgc.: l.ilc Ec.litorl
When Karsia Slaughter turned up the
music Friday night and the MOZZ dancers
started moving, the crowd gathered in the
Curris Center Stables had no idea they
were watching one long, elegant rehearsal.
MOZZ. a modern jazz dance group on
campus, will put on a show from Nov. 21
to 23. Slaughter. a graduate student from
HopkinsviUe and artistic director of
MOZZ. said Friday night's performance in
the Curris Center was primarily a preview
of the upcoming show.
"We wanted to get people excited about
going to the show." Slaughter said. "But
also. f have some people that have never
performed before. so this is a way of getting them over that fear. But really, I just
want people to get excited about this
• show."
Slaughter introduced the group Friday
night as an organizataon that promotes
diversity, individuality and expression
through dance. Throughout the
night, dancers performed
excerpts from the upcoming
show "Our:.ide the Box."
Although the Stables, with
its pillars and limited space,
was not the ideal venue for a
modern jazz dance recital,
the dancers, 30 in all, managed to use the nvnilable
space welL Some numbers
called for dancer::. to leap
and turn in unason,
while others were more
personal and ret1ective. Indeed, the intimate setting only added
to the power and emotion
of the performance~.
All silt men in the
group performed "Peter
Piper.:• The energetic
number had the
crowd cheering and
clapping.
Clad in black,
all the dancers
flanked
the
dance floor as
their friends
pranced in front
of the crowd.

''Mind the Business Lady" was a treat
for the audience as nine dancers moved
rhythmically to a heavy bass beat
Most of the
performances
mvolved only
a few dancers at
a time. One number, perfomled by Bryn Murray, junior
from Lexington, and Steven Saunders, sophomore from Murray. was
an excerpt from the section of the
show called "Free Xone" and was
one of the most seductive performances of the night. Murray
and Saunders moved closely
in unison and used slow,
graceful motions to convey the sensuality of the piece,
''I
Hate
Mysetr· was a
raunchy,
empowering number where I 0 dancers
strutted their stuff to Joan Jett':. rock
classic. "I Hate Myself for Loving
You."
One of the most popular pieces,
"Slight Moments" featured I 0
paars of dancers performing to
Michael Jackson's disco hit
"Don't Stop 'Till You Get
Enough." Using dynamic, flamboyant movements, the dancers
had the crowd screaming and
cheering.
Another performance, "Sex." displayed the emotional
range of the dancers.
Mark Borum. senior from
Cu!\ter, and Beth Buchanan,
senior from Loui:wille and
M012's assistant choreographer,
used provocative, sultry mo,·e·
ments and positions, including
lifts and turns. to display the
emotion in this routine that

simply oozed sex.
Adam Ellis, sophomore
from Murray. is in his second
year with MOZZ and said he
was pleased with the show
despite a few inconveniences.
"It was pretty good. It
was a little rough,
though," he said. "It's
not that big in here.
You don't have too
much room. plus you
can't tum on carpet well,
but overall it was fun. We
had a great turnout, so I
think it went really well."
Ellis. who will perform
in six piece:-. of "Outside the
Box,'' also commented on
the dynamic of the group.
"Karsia is wonderful to
work with," he said. "And
we're all like a big family.
We all gel together and make
it work."
It wouldn't have been a
proper modern jau recital
without a chair dance. Fonunately, MOZZ did not disappoint. Seven dancers performed
"Right Here," a number which
allowed them to display the
stamina and coordination needed to execute the difticult routine_
As far ns accompanying music goes,
"Outside the Box" should provide something for everyone. Dancers perform to
contemporary artists ranging from Celine
Dion to Prince to Beyonce to Michael
Jackson . Classical pieces also are included
in the show.
If Friday mght's performance was any
indication, MOZZ should have Lovett
Auditorium empting in applause in two
weeks.
With themes ranging from pac;sion to
patriotism unJ from sex to civil rights,
MOZZ uses a variety of musical genres to
express the diversity of subject matter in
its two-hour long "Outside the Box."

(Left) Adam Ellis, sophomore from Murray, is a second-year member
of MOZZ and will perform in six numbers during '•Outside t he Box."
(Top) Nicole Brandt, junior from Ger mantown, Tenn. performs to the
song "(They Call Me) Mellow Yellow" by '60s folk rocker Donovan.

Phrotos by Rashod Taylor/ li!C News

(Above) Several MOZZ members perform a chair dance called ..Right Here." The
performance was choreographed to portray female boxers. MOZZ Artistic J>irector Karsia Slaughter said the inspiration behind the piece is the idea that wornen
have to play many roles in ttielr lives, and t~is n10tlne illustrates roles which
require strength and power. The fluid movements of the dancers not only demonstrate that power, but also show the femininity and beauty.

The Ladies of Alpha Gam.m.a De'I ta would like to invite
these gentlemen to our Fall 2003 Crush Dance
Thurs., Nov. 20, 2003 at 9 p.~. • Murray Country Club • Semi-formal
-flaron C.:uTico
-tlaron Dale
-flaron gr·:mt
-tldam Bittel

'fldam

P~u-tin

.

-fldarn R;tqsdale
-fllex .Your19
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-

S tephen ..S1:IIIimore
S tephen tJ:11i
Steven 'Urrne1·
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T im Kane
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2:.:1ck 'Dunle:lp
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Newman House sponsors

Ultimate Frisbee Tournament
Coffman. vice president of fund -raising for the Newman House, helped organize the tournament.
Coffman. from Franklin, Ind., garnered suppon
from local businesses to donate pri7es for the winners. The prizes included gift certificates frum Los
Portales, free movie rentals. free pizzas from Dorni ·
no's and free produce from Kroger. among rnany
others.
Coffman admits to being a fervent Ultimate fan
herself.
"It can get pretty hardcore," she said. "It's chal by Jonath an Meador
lenging. (But) I'm not that g reat at throwing the
Staff Writer
~ Frisbee.··
There are two types of play modes in a game of
Flying saucers aren't a common sight on campus - unless, of course, you're watching ao Ultimate Ultimate: normal and continuous.
Normal play consists
Frisbee game.
Last Saturday, a bevy of these aerial discs were in of teams stopping
actio n us the inlramural Ultimate Frisbee Tourna- and resetting goals
ment, hosted by the Newman House. commenced on after each score. In
the intnunural field located behind Winslow Dining continuo us play. players
Hall. Fi ve teams competed for the top spot as well as ·keep going after they score,
requiring much more stamina.
for prizes donated by local businesses.
"You don't have to be in shape
The co mpetition was fierce , with the Knights taking first place. The s4uad dominated Ed Marlowe's to play Ultimate," Coffman said.
''But it helps."
team , winning a set 3-2.
Coffman has plans to host
Miles Jefferson, graduate student from Franklin,
another in the spring.
Tenn ., was team captain for the victorious Knights.
"I want to have two seasons a
''I t fe lt good," Jeffe rson said of the win. "lt' s nonyear." she said.
stop nction.''
Both Coffman and Jefferson
Jefferson has been playing the sport for little more
than a year and s aid he loves the game because of its would like to see a collegiate
Ultimate Frisbee team. The
pure sportsmanship.
"There are no referees," he said. University of Arizona, Yale
''The players are on the honor system." University and the University
Ultimate Frisbee - known as "Ulti- of Michigan are just a handful
mate" to avid players and fans - hus of colleges that currently
field Ultimate teams.
its origins on a college campus .
In the 1950s, when the
designers of the Frisbee were
luoking for n test market for
their new "flying disc." they
broug ht it to Harvard. The students,
who by that time were already
throwing around pie tins for fun ,
formed a competitive sport
around the invention. Needless
to say, the trend has stood the
test of time.
(Clockwise from left) J ohn Vance, sophomore
"I still play VIIi mate," Campus Minister from Mur ray; Miles J efferson, graduate student
Bill Duffield said. " I from FrankJin, Tenn.; Tyler Powell, freshman
used to play it a lot from Erin, Tenn.; Wally Bullard, freshman from
mo re when I was Benton; Chelsea Kinzel, freshman from Marissa,
younger, when ir 01.; lad Ed Marlow, freshman from Cadiz, j ump,
was more fun ."
" We used to tackle stretch and dive for the Frisbee during Satura nd draw blood bac k day's Ultimate Frisbee Tournament. T he Newman House sponsored the event which was held
the n," he added.
. Sophomore Lucy at the intramural field.

Knights dominate Ed
Marlow s team to take
a 3-2 victory

Photos by Paul Baker/The News
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Look for the Basketball Preview Next Week In
the Nov. 21 Edition of the
State Hews!

'

~ !B$m'!Mf!JI)@,YJ SJ@,
10% Discount For
MSU Students With J.D.
• Hair Care
• Sugaring
• Massage Therapy • Manicure
• Facials
• Pedicure

e-mail - essentialspa@ hotmail.com

"An AVE DA Concept Salon"
Tr~~t~el

and study
witlt MSU fatuity
In England or Ireland
and earn MSU tredit
at tit• same tim• wltlt
Tit• Cooperative C•nt•r
for Study Ahroadl

Attention Seniors!!!
•

The December Senior Breakfast will be held

Thursday, December 4, 2003, at 8:00 a.m.
in the Curris Center Ballroom.
Seniors and graduate students who are graduating in December
2001 are invited to the Breakfast free of charge.
Students should RSVP to the Office of Student Affairs no later
than Tuesday. November 25.
Faculty and staff may purchase tickets for $4.50 from their
department secretary or the Office of Student Affairs.

For more information contact the office at 762-6831.

IRELAND
EARLY SUMMER
(May 20 -June 4, 2004)
Dr. Bill Mulligan - History of Ireland

LONDON • SUMMER
(July 8 -August 9, 2004)
Dr. Sarah Aguiar - Wicked Women in British Literature
Dr. Steve Horwood - Photography Seminar in London
Ms. Mary Tripp Reed - International Economics

Additional courses available in these and other CCSA programs.
Visit our w ebsite for a full list of courses: w ww.ccso.cc
For more information contact: Dr. Ron Cello, Dept. of English, 762-4532,
or Dr. Celio Wall, Dept. of Journalism and Moss Communication, 762-3171
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Rodeo members
ride high
into home event
MSU club
team to host
annual rodeo
b y J a k e Lowary
Staff Writer
Atop their trusty steeds, the Murray State Rodeo
Team will ride into its only rodeo at home this season from Nov. 20 to 22.
The rodeo will be held at the Murray Exposition
Center, just north of town on College Fann Road.
MSU will compete in several events. including barrd racing, calf roping and bronco riding.
··we're really trying to advertise this rodeo and
fill the seats and put on a good rodeo," junior rider
Scott Thomas said.
The team has already competed in five of I 0
rodeos on the schedule.
Sponsored by Murray State's School of Agriculture. the team is responsible for providing its own
funds for travel and entry into events. Likewise, the
riders will compete to win money both for the team
and individually.
The rodeo team originated in 1976 when the
Expo Center was constructed. Since then, Murray
State has had the opportunity to host at least one
event every year. In the past, the team has hosted
more then one event, but lack of funding has pre-

J.D. Van Hooser/Guest

Murray State senior Ben :F urlong stays aboard d uring an event at the last rodeo host ed at the Murray Expositio n Center.

J.D. Van Hooser/Gucst

Murray State junior rodeo member Scott Thomas dismounts his horse during the steer-wrestling
event at an out-of-town rodeo earlier this season. Thomas is currently ranked No. 1 in the Ozark
region for the specific event. The MSU club team will host its annual rodeo from Nov. 20 to 22 at
the Murray Exposition Center.

vented it from doing so in recent years.
" It is very expensive to put the rodeos on, and the
rodeo team raises the money themselves to put it
on," Head Coach J.D. Van Hooser said.,
•
.The M SU rodeo team does not compete in the
O hio Valley Conference li ke the rest of the teams at
Murray State. Instead, it competes in the Ozark
region of the National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association. The schools belonging to the Ozark region
typically have between 10 and I 2 events each year.
T he objective of the rodeo team is to provide students with a way to pursue the sport while earning
a college degree.
T he men's team has performed well this season.
residing in fourth place in the region. and the wome n's team is currently in fifth place.
Van Hooser said that the top two teams at the end
of the season will qualify for the National Intercollegiate Rodeo Associations Championships in June.
Teams as well as indiv iduals will be selected to
compete. T homas is rated No. I in the region in
bulldogging, a ka steer wrestling.
Van Hooser a lso said few other team members sit
on to p of their respective categories.
" Rodeo is a popu lar sport, but it is one of th'ose
sports that has been in the background for several
years and doesn 't get as much attention as the other
sports," he said about the lack of attention the
rodeo team receives.

The rodeo team is not strictJy confined to members of the School of Agriculture either. Van Hooser said students with many different maj ors c ompete with the team.
"Many of the students on the team are agric ulture
majors. but we have b usiness majors nnd communication majors as well." he said.
Van Hooser himself competed on the rodeo tea m
in the 1980s. He said one of his teammates we nt o n
to become a successful businessman.
"We've had some people not only excel in rodeo,
but also in the bu<;iness world as well," he s aid.
As far as the re.st of the season gnes. Van Hooser
looks forward to u strong end . Mul:h hope rests on
the team's large freshman squad . Freshma n Matt
Boyer is ranked in the tllp 10 in the bull-riding
event.
"We have a young team this year, and tht.:y ure
just trying to get their feet under them and get a feel
for competing in the college ranks:· Van Hoo ser
said.
'
He also said he sees ''good things'' in the ruture nf
Murray State rodeo. Some riders of his agree.
"Our freshmen clusses are geuing bigger anJ bigger. and hopefully we'll gel new kids in <Murray)
and build up the scholarship progrom as an ince ntive to come here;· Thomas said.
The rodeo will start at 8 p.m. from Nov. 20 to 22
at the Expo Center. Admission is $10.

Wild family weekend brings in bucks aplenty
I've never seen anything quite like it.
Last weekend, I saw more good bucks
taken than ever before. My father o,hot a big
buck, as did two of my hunting budd ies, my
roommate, my girlfriend and her father.
This year's modern firearm deer season
seemed to coincide perfectly with the
whitetail ru t, and lots of big buch were out
there.
While my roommate took n big ninepointer in Tennessee. all of these other big
deer were taken right here in western Kentucky. This is a testament to the deer management program we have here in Kentucky
as well as the skill and dedication inherent
in many Kentucky deer hunter~.
Kentucky game laws have been critici1ed
as overly strict. difficult to compreh~nd and
apt to change year after year. Some of these
criticisms are valid. The proper method of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - " ' - - tagging and checking in deer and turkey~

OVC Football Standings
j.1cksonville State
Tcnncssel' State
Eastern Kentucky
SEMO
S,1mford
Eastern ntinois
Murray State
1t·nnt>Sscc Tech
"1\·nnessce·M<'rlin

Overall
6·3

ovc

6-4

4·2
4·2

5-5

5 ·1

6-4

4·2
4·3

4·6

3·3

3-7
2·7
2-9

2-4
1-5

4·6

1-6

OVC Football Schedule
Nov. 13
Murray S tate@ Tennessee-Martin,
7 p .m .

OVC Volleyball Standings
Overall
Morehead Stall'
Jack~mville Stilll'

E..1stem Kentucky

Nov. IS
SEMO@ Tennessee Tech, l p.m.
Eastern Kentucky @Tennessee
State, 2:30 p.m.
Eastern Illinois@ Jacksonville State,
4p.m.

has changed somewhat through the years.
Hunters are no longer required to take
their harvest to a check station. Instead, we
check our animals by phone. Bag limits also
change from time to,time as well as season
date:;. But these regulations are there for a
reason. Without them. Kentucky hunters
would not enjoy the phenomenal hunting
available in their own back yards.
Kentucky laws allow for a ma:<imum doe
harve:-.t and a very limited buck harvest. ln
most areas, does outnumber bucks by a significant amount. By keeping the buck-todoe ratio at an even level, the deer herd
remains healthy, and bucks grow to a ripe
old age. Many hunters in Kentucky are
beginning to reali1.e this, which is why Kentucky ts one of the nation's leading states
when 11 comes to large buck counts.
I saw hcense plates from across the country this weekend. In a town of 400 people.

SE~to

Am.. tin Peay
Murray State
Samford
Tcnm.osset! Tech
Eastl'rn lllinuis
Tt•nnesc:t..>e-Marhn
T t•nne!'St.'C Sta h.•

19-9

21 -7
17-10
] 1-16

13·1S
13-11

11-16

10-17
8-22
6-24
7·23

ovc
12-2
10-4
104
10-4

8·6
7-7
5·9

5·9
5·!1
4·10
1-13

these out-of-staters were here for the deer
hunting. This in it~elf says a great deal for
Kentucky's deer herd.
My family. my hunting buddies and I
have worked hard for our bucks this year. I
returned from a New York City intem~hip
on July 20 and immediately began helping
my father plant food plots and hang deer
stands. J had the great fortune of taking several does and a fine buck of my own with
my bow and arrow.
Our stand and food-plot preparations definitely paid off last weekend as well. Combine this preparation with the game laws
already in place, and the ingredients for
world-class deer hunting are there. All you
have to do is show up and be patient.
Miles and rmle:. of hunting ground aren't
necessary for successful deer hunting in
Kentucky We have six food plots in place
on our 120-acre property. Food plots can be

OVC VoUeyball Schedule
Nov. 14
Eastern Kentucky@ Bdmont,
6:30p.m .
Morehead State@ Austin Peay,
7p.m .
Eastern [llinois t(!. Tenncssec·Martin,
7p.m.
SEMO@ Murray State, 7 p.m.
Tenncsst'C State ~Samford, 7 p .m .

installed on much smaller tracts ol lund as
well with the same results Jf you' ve never
trietl plonting u food plot, I highly recommend doing so this summer. It really makes
a difference.
If you haven' t taken a big buck this season, don't despair. We have two weeks of
gun sc;tson as well as a late munleloading
season and 1wo months of bow season
remaining. There are detinitely big deer still
roaming through these Kentucky hills and
hollers. Take a few does if you huve the
opportunity and let the little bucks walk
They' ll be bigger next year.
Anyone looking to get started deer hunting but not sure if it's worth the effort
should take thl! plunge right now. There has
never been a better time to be in the woods.

Will Bramley is 1he lruming and f ishing
columni.\ t for " Tirr Nlurray State Nt•ws. "

OVC Soccer Final
Standings
Samford
x·Eastern lllinoit.
Jacksonville State
Tcnnt',.sc~-~1artin

SEMO
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
Austin Peay
Morchc.1d State

O.•o..'J"all
12·4-3

10·5-4
11·5-4
9-7-3
10-5-5
9·11 -tl

6-t o-3
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OVC Soccer Schedule
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1-7-0
0·8·0

Nov. 14
NCAA College Cup, First Round
East<.•m Ill inois vs. M i~sou ri, 7 p.m.
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Walk in
the Park
Final preseason preparation ends
with 2003-04 team predictions
I hope many of you became more
knowledgeable after reading my column last week, so J don't think it's
necessary to ram and rdve again
about your education or lack thereof.
However, I do wish to increase
your level of knowledge in a certain
area of Racer athletics by addressing
a few of the surprises you can expect
from the upcoming Racer men's basketball team.
Yes. I realize everyone is excited
about the new coach. and I under.<;tand we are returning a core group
of experienced players who I hope
will set the tone for the season in the
1
l Ohio Valley Conference. However, l
wish to discuss neither of those. 1
I want to talk ubout a few things you're
uot aware of - my predictions for
1 indi\idual and team achievement:- in
I the 2003-04 MSU basketball team.
Fin;t and foremost, I want to make
you aware of the most dynamic backcourt duo T"Ot only in the OVC; but in
all of the NCAA You may be won·
dering, "Who do we have here at
, lurray State that could make this
fantastic combination possible?"
A most unlikely pair will open the
nation's eye!. to MSU basketball.
Nathan Akin anJ Tim Haworth will
not only leatlthe Racers on the court
this season, they will be the talk of
the conference as well as the most
showca~ back·c<>Urt combination
in NCAA Division·l.
"Nate Akin is simply a leader on
the floor, a truly invaluable and intogmt piece to a dominating machine,"
one ESPN analyst said.
, I agree completely. but don't think
1for a minute that leadership on the
floor is all he has to offer. Akin will
lead the conference in assists per
game, torture opposing offense and
force them into massive amounts of
turnovers. He al~o will control the
tempo of each nnJ every game.
Don't think for a minute the excite-

I
I

ment surrounding Racer basketball
ends with those prospective AllAmericans.
l have a few more predictions to
make, one of which concerns an indi\'idual player. Chris Shumate has
been one of the more consistent
forces of the Racer basketball team,
and this year will be no different. He
will go above anJ beyond any expectations from himself, his coaches, his
teammates and even the fans and
make this season a platform for his
future lottery pick in the NBA following his MSU career.
It is my belief that a few other
things will happen by the end of the
2003-04 Racer seac;on. For starters,
Mick Cronin is Jestined to be the
OVC Coach of the Year. The Racer
team will achieve, and more than
likely outdo, its best regular seac;on
record since 1997-98, when Mark
Gottfried Jed MSU to a 29-4 stint as
the Racer skipper. Murray State will
have lhree players on the OVC AUConference Team in Shumate. Victor
and the gigantic surprise of Andi
Hornig.
Murray State will not only regain
its claim to the OVC title, by the end
of the season end, the Racers also
will appear in the Associated Press
Top 25 and be Dick Vitale's choice
for the "Cinderella" team in the
NCAA Tournament. Although the
Racers will reach the Sweet 16, Murray State will full to a last-second
jump-shot by Connecticut's preseason First Team All-American Emeka
Okafor.
I hope you are as excited as I am to
see the Racers in action this season
and feel free to pay homage'~Where
homage is due when you see that my
predictions have once again come

true.
As always. don't hesitate to send a
letter to the editor or e-mail me personally at patclark@hotmail.com.

Junior guard scores 34
as women's basketball
team wins first game
under new coach
by Nathan
Clinkenbea rd

pla:9ers. Unfonunately, however. the record does not count
because it was an exhibition
Assistant Sports Ectitor
game.
In the first half, the team
A few days prior to the wom - seemed to feed off of Park as
en's basketball team's first and the Racers put up points quickly
only exhibition game of the sea- with blistering shooting to lead
son, junior guard Brittany Park 18-7 with 11:42 to play.
St. Louis Gold Star cut the
was told she needed to be a
scorer this sea~on by first-year margin to six. but Murray State
Murray State Head Coach Joi went on another run to up the
lead to 33-18 with 5:35 left in
Williams.
Park seemed to have no trou- the first.
T he margin grew even wider
ble fitting into the role, putting
up a game-high 34 points as the after Park's fourth three-pointer
Murray State squad used fast- of the half. The :;core put the
paced action to down St. Louis women up 40-22, and after Gold
Gold Star 75-70 at the Regional Star went on an 8-2 run to end
Special Events Center on Satur- the half, the Racer team held the
'advantage 42-30.
day.
Of the 42 points the women
"The team had individual
meetings with Coach Williams, scored in the first half, 17 were
and when I met with her, she scored on the fast break.
told me I needed to be a scorer,"
Williams noted that an up·
Park said. "My team wanted me tempo offense was something
to be a scorer. and so I took it the Racer team has been workupon myself to put the team on ing on a!J year.
"We want to get the ball
my shoulders."
Park was 1 1-of-22 from the upcourt quickly and get as many
fie ld, including 6-of-12 from easy baskets as we can," she
the three-point line. The Indiana said. "We've still got a lot to
native excelled at the free-throw learn, but I am anxious to see
line as well, sinking six shots on the tape. and the team is anxiou:.
to watch the tape and Jearn from
six. attempti.
The six three-pointers would it."
In the second half, it appeared
have tied the women's team's
single-game record, a record she that Murray State was well on
already shlires with four other its way to victory after senior

Paul Baker/The News

J unior guard Brittany Park breaks toward the basket durIng the Mur ray State women's basketball's 75-70 exhibition
victory Saturday over St. Louis Gold Star. Park scored a
game-bigb 34 points to lead MSU.
guard Megan Fuqua and Park
combined for three three-poiriters in a 13-4 run to give the
women a 55-39 lead with 13:49
to play.
As the exhibition game
wound down, the S t. Louis team
bu:;ted out on a 19-5 run thanks
to Korena Sundell's 11 points
and cut MSU' s lead to one point
with only 2:50 to go in regulation.
But that was as close as Gold
Star would get as the Racers
sank clutch free throws down
the stretch to pull out the victory.
Williams said she was pleased
her team stayed focu:;ed late in
the game and did not succumb
to the Gold Star comeback.
"We did a good job keeping
our composure late in the
game," Williams said. " I
thought we battled really well."
Freshman forward Angela
Mu llins contributed 10 points
for Murray State to go along
with
her team-high
nine

rebounds and game-high four
blocks.
Senior guard Jenny Bowden
dished out a game-high five
assists, while Park, fresh man
guard Gerraca Matthews and
Fuqua handed out three of their
own.
Nicole Lindsey was the leading scorer and rebounder for
Gold Star. tallvinl't 24 POints
and a game-high I I boards.
The Racer team has a few
days to rest and practice before
its season opener on Nov. 21.
The women will be at the Fifth
Third
Marshall University
Classic in Huntington, W.Va ..
to face High Point. Murray State
will then take on Morgan State
or tournament host Marshall
Thundering Herd on Nov. 22.
MSU basketball will make its
2003 RSEC debut at I 2:30 p.m.
Nov. 29 against the ArkansasPine Bluff Golden Lions.
The women's squad is slated
to host 13 games at home this
season.

ARCH
ATTENTION: SINGERS!!!
Would you like a chance to win $100,000?
CBS's hit show STAR SEARCH is holding
Open Auditions for talent in these categories:

Adult Singers
(Ages 15 & up)

Junior Singers
(Ages 8 to 14)

Auditions are Thesday, November 18th
from 9am to 6pm

Lyn Ryun, Nur~t' Rcrruiter
Iryar t@ mu rrayhos pit a l.org
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MURRAY--CALLOWAY
C 0

U N T Y

• Scholarships Available
• Loan Rc.·paymcnt Program
• C o111prt il ivr Salari<>s
• Extenclt>el Education

• Flexible SchPduling
• CPnter for l··h·altll and \V<>IInc.ss

HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street Murray, KY 42071 (270) 762.1100

Gaylord Opryland Resort
2800 Opryland Drive
Nashville, TN 37214
For more information go to:

SCBS.corn
or call (800) 553-3811
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Racers make fmal preparations
Mens basketball tunes up for final exhibition
game with annual Blue-White scrimmage
by Chris Jung
Spons Editor
If the "play how you practice" theory applies to the upcoming season
for the Murray State men's ba~ketball
team. then its Ohio Valley Conference opponents may be in for an oldfashioned bearing.
Led by respective captains senior
guard Rick Jones and redshin freshman forward Shawn Witherspoon. the
Racer team split into two squads and
played its Blue-White scrimmage
Monday at the Regional Special
Events Center.
The event. open to the public,
allowed the athletes to brush up on
their skills one last time in an orga·
nized manner before playing their
final exhibition game Saturday
Paul Baker/The News

Murray State
sophomore
guard T.J. Wolf drives by
senior guard Rick Jones during Monday's Blue-White
scrimmage at the Regional
Special E,·ents Center.

Elv1s, Marilyn Monroe, Jamc~
Dean, Betty Boop and morel
TrJders Flea Market .lnd Bingo
Center. lx1t 16 ofll-24 Paduc.th.
Open Sat. ,md Sun 9 a.m.· 6 p.m.
Ask for H.1ppy Jack at office.
BROTHER BRAND electric typewriter. Only used ,, few ti.me~
when I w.1s .1n Engli~h maJOr and
wanted ro feel more legit. $20.
Call !270) .!26-9625
ANTIQUE SEWING MACHiNE,
wooden c.1hinet in good concli·
tion. $75. 753-1176
NEON BEER .SIGNS ,1nc.l asSOrif'd
other met.li signs. Tr;lflt<rs Fit>"
M.uket and Hingo <:ent<'r. Fx11 1r.
o(f 1·24.:.P.lduc.1h. Op<on Sat. and
Sun. 9 a m. • 6 p.m. Mk for H:.ppy
1.1ck at office.
BUILDINGS =-POLE -BA-RN
JOx50x1 0 ' $4,69';.00 includes
plans, tnwuctions, slider, painted
me1.11,
rree
deliv<'ry,
(937) 718-1471.
•
NEEDA COMPUTER! BAD
CREDin Bankruptcy OK. No
Credit Ches;k. Guar,,nteed
Approval, Checking account.
Home Phone required. !800)
419·4383, www.pc4sure.com
FREE 3-ROOM - DIRECTV SYSTEM INCLUDING INSTALL.ATIONI Sub~cribe to •Nfl·Sunday
T1ckef get 4 months fREE pro·
grJmming. Access 2.2'i+ TV
Ch;~nnels Digital quality picture/sound. Limited time offer. 1800-208 4617.
Tl -83 CALCULATOR $50 or best
oiler. Call 75q·JS25

--

-

HELP WANTED
COMMUNITY EDUCATOR: The
Rape Cnsis Cenrer ~~ accepting
applications for th•l po~tlion oi

Community Educ.1tor in ils Murray
off1ce.
Responsibilities
mdude: Providing agency's community education programmmg
to all school agt• students and
adults, developing Olppropri,lte
curriculum ;~nd outreilchlmarket·
tng .1ctiv1ties wiThin the agency's
southern ~ervice area (Graves,
Callnw.1y, Fulton, and Hickm,u,
Counties), and maint.lining
record~ .
PT/H1me
benl'fits.
REQUIREMENTS:
Bachelor's
degree and knowledge/e,perience necessary to perform duties.
Profic1ency in M•~.:rosoft Office.
hceJient communications and
interpl'~nal s!-,ills. No prior his·
tory ot cnminal beh<lvior. Send
cover letter and rc~ume to Carolyn Smith, hecutive Director,
Rape Cris1s Center, P.O. Box
8!i06, Paducah KY ·12001-8506
or e -m.ul documents to .1bidwel!!£<1pecnsiswkY.:_org EOE
FRATERNITIES,
SORORITIES,
CLUBS, STUDENT GROUPS Earn $1 ,000 to $2,000 this s('mester with a proven CampusFundr<~i ser 3-hour fundrahlng
, event. Our free programs make
fundri1ising easy with no ri~ks.
Fundraising dates Me filling qutck·
ly, so get wllh the program! II
works. Contact C.1mpusFundraiscr
<1t (8118) !l23-32J8 or visil
www.c.Jmpusfunclrai~er .com.

IDEAL G IFTS BY FRIENDLY
has openings for party plan
advisers . Cull about our New
Mana~<·r Program . Decor,
Gift~ , Tovs, Cush, Trips.
Recognition. {800)488-487 5.
www .friendlyhome .com
NATIONAL PUBLISHING Com·
p.my looking for S.1les Repres<'ntatfve in Kentucky. Willing to
travel Monda}·-Friday. Commission Position. Company avl•rage
pays $7.20/week. C.lll 1800) 225·
6368 Ext. 331.
DRiVER-KNIGHT" - TRANSPORTA·
llON. GET MILES! GET HOMf!

GlT PAID DAILY! Hiring Solos &
Teams! Also Hiring Owner Operators. Call For Details! (888)
346·4639 www.knighttrans.com
16-DAYCA REER -TRAININGDRIVER TRAINEES WANTED
TODAY! ClASS-A CDI &
Refrrsher Tr,1ining. Nationwide
Job Placement Assistance. Compames Hiring Today & Offering
Tuition Reimbursement. 1800)
883-0171. www.cle!laacadE'my.com
DRIVERS
COL
DRIVERS
NEEDED! Up to 34 cpm to
start, benefits, flatbed tr.lin1ng, Conv. flent. 1 yr. verifiable OTR w/clean record.
Call : (800) 828-8338. U.S.
Tr'!_Cklng/lanclst_a_r._~

against VASDA.
Despite the outcome not counting
on the season's overall record. Jones
finished 5-of-6 from behind the threepoint line and dropped 25 points ao,;
his Blue team defeated the White
team 105-86. Four other Blue memben; ended up in double figures a~ the
squad shot a combined 65 percent
(39-of-60) from the tield.
Withen;poon led his team with a
game-high 28 points. including six
rchounds. five assists and two steals
in 32 minutes during the losing effort.
The Blue team also was led by
junior guard transfer Adam Chiles
and junior forward Kelvin Brown.
Chiles scored 22 points. accompanied
by -.six rebounds, and Brown contributed 20 points and six rebounds of
his own.
Returning senior forward Antione
Whelchel had 17 points for the White
team. and Mississippi junior transfer
Trey Pearson had 15 points. Pearson
will sit out the 2003-04 season in
compliance with the NCAA transfer
rule.
This was the second organized
game under first-year Head Coach

Paved roads, water, sewer,
more. Excellent financing. Call
now (800) 704-] 154 m<l. 490.
LAKEFRONT LOG HO MEJ;lso
sq. ft., 3.2 ncre $134, qoo. Beautiiul new J, 150 sq. it. Juthentic
lo1kefront log home on 3.2 acres
w/gorgeous long-range views,
lake access, perfect getaway.
Musl see. Call now (800) 7709311 Ext. J .~s .
NEW <LAKE HOME, LAK[ CUM·
BERLAND, KY $89,900. Newly
built. cedar-sided home, never )IV('(!
•n, fully iurnbhed w/scrt'<'ned-in
p.uio, huge deck, fireplace. jacuzzi
tub, great views, much more! Clll
• '{8001 770-9l11

exl. 9Z 1.

FOR RENT

TRAVEL

NICE CLEAN 2 BR TRlPI.EX APr.
W,111 to-wall carpt•t. Nice loe.1l101l,
single f.1mily wsidcntial area. Stove,
refrigerator, new washer/dryer. $360
rent. $360 deposit. Phone 753-7207.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT • Gas
heat, electric, ale, stove, refrigerator, washer, dryer. $160/mo.
renl. $"160 depos1t, lease. No
pets. 753·7207.
LIVE OAK APARTMENTS lio6
Brood St. Extended. 1 Bedroom
$290, 2 Bedroom $340, 3 Bedroom
$425. <>·month lc.1~e. $100 c.lcposit.

PANAMA CITY BEACH, Fl
Spring Br<".lk - World famous
Tiki Bart SJndptper-Beacon
Beach Resort, 1·800-488-8828,
www .sandpiperbeacon.com
"Thl! Fun PI,Kel"
SPRING BRiAK - sfgn- up~ith
Student Express and get FREE
roundtrip nirline tickets to over
15 lnlern.Jiion,JI dc~tinations including Aruba, Dominican
Republic, Costa R•ca, Caubbea11
hot spots and more. Why go with
.1nyone else. limited offer - call
no~'.. Commission rep posit ions
also available. (800) 787-3787
www. studcntexpres~.com
BIGGEST SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Crutsc wilh 1OOs ot stutl~nts on the
largest and wildest student party
crUise! Spend 5 d<tys in the
B.lh,Jmas from $2 791 Includes
most me.1ls, free parties, port
taxes! Ethics award-winning com·
pany! W\'.w.sprlngbre.aktravel.com
(800) 67R·6 186.
cANCliN. ACAPuico-;-N"As.
SAU, JAMAICA! 7 nights from
$45<) .... tax! Includes breakfasts,

REAL ESTATE
AUCTION BURKESVILLE, KY
250 Acres in 4 1racts. Unsurpassed deer and turkey hunting. 9
miles from Dale Hollow lake.
Aug 30, 2003. (270) 7.14-6053.
Joe Bryanl, Auctioneer.
LAKE BARGAtrlt$24,9oo. Free
covered boal slip! Gently sloping !.1k~ view p.1rtel w/nice mix
or low rolling meadows & trees.
Abuts national forest on 35,000
acre recre.111onal lake in Tenn.

Mick Cronin. Murray Suue won its
ftrst exhibition game. a 73·71 victory
over the Global All-Stan;, on i\ov. 3
at the Regional Special EvcnLo; Cen·
ter.
.
Cronin. an assi&tant couch <md head
recruiter under Head Coach Rick Piti·
no at the University of Louisville, is
bringing the up-tempo o;tyle he picked
up at Louisville to MSU.
" lf we can force our opponents to
play our style, that" s to our a<l\·an·
tage," Cronin said. ''They aren't prepared to play that way. and it's difficult to simulate in practice. It could be
particularly difficult for team~ in con·
ference play because of the ThursdaySaturday schedule. Teams that play us
on Saturday will only have one day to
prepare."
The Racer team also kept their
sights on the program' s future
WedneM!ay. signing two high-school
standouts to n:ttional letters of intent
to play basketball at MSU. Shane
Dansby of Harpeth High School in
Kingston Springs, Tenn., and :Vlike
Mt"Coy of Pike High School in lndi·
anapolis were high priorities on Cronin's recruiting list when he nrrived in

dmners, 20-50 hours free drinks!
Guaranteed lowest prices and
best party schedule. The only
spring break comp;my recognized
for oustanding eth•csl Visit the
HEST spring break site on t~ Web
- view I OOs of hotel videos and
reviews at www.spnngbreaktravel.com (8001 678-6386
ACT NOW! BOOK II PEOPLE,
GET 12th lrip fre<.>. Group dis·
counts for 6+ www.~pringbreakdis
counts.com or (800) 838-8202
PANAMA C ITY BEACH:-sandpiper-Be.1con Beach Resort. from
S3q 1-2 pm or arrive Su./Mon.FR£E night. Restricttons. Pools,
riv~ ride,• ).1cuz.zi, tiki bar. 1800)
488·8828 www.sandpiperbeacon.
CAMPUSREPS NEEDED! -Be a cam·
pus rep for the only Spring Break
Company recognized ior outstanding ethics! [.Jrn free trips & CASH!
www .sp ri ngbrea ktravel.com
(800) 678-6386
# t--sii"R_I_
N_G --BR
_ E_A_K--V-A-CA·

MurTUy.
"These are two players we pin·
pointed when we got to Murray State
in the spring because we knew if we
could sign them early. they would be
steals for our progr.tm," Cronin said.
"Mike and Shane could both play in
high·protile conferences, and they
were recruited by schools in those
conferences. so we"rc el(tremely
excited that they decided to come to
Murray St:tte where they thought they
could win ~·hampionships."
Dan~by averaged 20 points and II
rebounds as a junior at Harpeth. and
McCoy's contributions helped his
high Sl"htxll eam a No. 2 ranking in
the "USA Ttxiay'' Top 25 poll. a 29-0
reconl and back-to-back !>tate ch:lm·
pion~hips in fndiana.
Cronin already has made an impact
during his shon reign at MSU. and
y, ith the announcement of Wednesday's si!,'llCes. the future seems bright
for the RtK·er ba-;kethall progrdm.

Attention aspiring coaches: The basketball team
currently has scholarships
available for student manager positions. To schedule an appointment or il
you have any questions,
phone Chris Goggin at
(270) 762-6804.

Resort Activities, rront Office &
Food Servin~! i\lyrtle Beach &
Hilton Hco1d, SC: Orlando, fl .
Join us for a :;enwst•'r nr su1nmer
gaming hands on experience in
sunny
resort
loca tloM1
$300/month st1pend! Furnished
Housing! Shuttled Transporto(lonl Cultural Events & Social~!
Gain n cultural <'xpcriencel
Make friends from around the
world! Gain AH&l A certifiCil·
tionl Receive internshhip credits
Call (800) 864-&762 or c-m;ul:
1nfo CP .1 me ricanho~p 11al ity o.1 ca de·
my.com - www.Americanllospi talityAcademy.com
BL1~I\b~ OPPU~TL~ITIE~

NEED AN EXTRA $36,000 a
year? Vendmg route for sJic. SO
high tr.)iiiC loC.1tiOnS. Co~t
$5000,
1-800 -'itlfl- 13'l.l or
www.vcndingthatWQiks.com
NEED EXTRA MONEY! Lookmg
for students who Clrl' goal onentNI
and w.1n1 something diiiNenl In
life. www.fivt'andthrcc,comlhciJl·
ingyou. for more Info, lea\t"' mc.'S·
sage (1177) 345.q320. This •s not .1
get-rich-quick thing.
WOLFF TANNING inDS-Atfo rdable, Convenient Tan at Home,
Paymenls from $..!!1/month. FRE[
Color-Catalog. Cnll Today. tROO)
71 l -01S8 www.np.etstan.com
SODA/SNACK VENDING Out·
stunding Business Opportunity.
Minimum lnvl'Stment $ ~500,
Weel-,ly profits up 10 $1500! Call
now (888) 292-4520.
ATIENTI~ .HOMEOWNERS
Oi5plo.~y I tomes W.tnterl for Vinyl
Siding Repl<~cemt!llt Wmdows. No
payment until 2004. P.lym<:nts
starting ill $89/month. All credrt
qualifies CaiiiROOl .lSl-0841.

liONS! Cancun, ).1maica, Aca pulco, B;~h,Jmas, Mazatlan, !!lorida, S.Padre. 110% Best Prices!
Book Now & Get Free Parties &
Meals! Group Discounts. Now
Hiring Campus Reps! (800) 234·
7007 endlesssummertours.com
CHERRY BLOSSOM GOLF AND
COUNTRY CLUB, Georgetown,
KY. Golf Digest voted us Best in
Stale, 191 Join us for your next
round or Outing! Call (502) 5709849.
SPRING BREAK 2004, Travel
with STS, Ameriu's #1 Student
Tour Operator to Jamaica, Can·
cun, Acapulco, Baham..s and
Florida. Now hiring campus
reps. Call for group discounts.
lnformation/ReSt?rvations 1800)
648-4849 or www.ststr;avel.com.
ArTiNTfO'N;IiEsoRr RfcRE·
ATION & Hotel Management
Mnjors! Internships Available in

ONLIN~J DISPLAY

ADVERTISINH

$25/lfeek
Inhouse
p!'otluction
;Jt no t1Jarge.
lit/1762-1478

lor llJOre detiJils.

s

Classrticd5 Je-~dltnc'
3 p.m. Wednesday

Looking for a job, a car, or a t•acation destination?

tl1e

Find it in the classifieds!
Classified advertising is a great way ro buy anJ sell, publicize an upcoming event or ro send a nws:;agc r.o rhat special someone. Discovttr rhe pot.vcr of classifiec.k
$2 for the first 20 words. • 10¢ for each additional word • Classifieds deadline: 3 p.m. Wednesday • Payment is due when the ad is placed.

S

Murray t[tJ$s

Agood education. It's the anszoer

to a lot of l~fe 's toughest questions.
•

MSU ID REQUIRED
.

r····~····-cfirga···~ ·fiopph19····1 r······"Iiirga···~2···toppln9 1

,.(Pic~~~9/y) !j.Pic~1.9~nly)

J

'···-···';.·-··············-·-·-······-······--·······-J :.........~.; ..... ·-·········"-···--···--······-······..:

605 S. 12th Unit C- Murray

767-1199

BB8if
You can tellzve want your business.
500 Main St.
602 S. 12th St.
1104 Chestnut St.
802 N. 12th St.
405 Main St. in Hazel, KY

.
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Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU 10.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.

• Located conveniently

at The Cutting Edge,
in front of Wai-Mart

the yearbook of
murray state university

to The Shield,
Winner of a
National
Pacemaker Award!

•1 0°/o MSU discount
-Manicure

-Pedicure
-Full set
-Airbrush Designs

Call for an appointment • walk-ins welcome 767-0000

HAPPY HOUR :J -6 P.M.

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALTY DRINK!

tlle

S

M urray.. /

tg.J\~s

and to The Murray State News,
a National Pacemaker Finalist!
"HOME OF THE SPECIAL BEAN ROLL!"
l\ unique Mexican Food • Deli sandwiches ~
~ cajun Specials • salads· S0Up5 • BBQ /7

Open Mon. • sat. 11 a.m. • Midnight
corner of 10th & Arcadia· 759-8866

I

The Murray State News also placed
4th in Informational Graphics and 2nd in Best of Show
for the
Fall 2003 Ho.mecoming Tabloid!
•
November 8, 2003
National Student Media Convention • Dallas, TX._

